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Group demands apology for ‘lie'
North Saanich Mayor Eric 
Sherwood and four aldermen — 
Alan Cornford, Jim Gumming, 
Harold Parrott and Jay Rangel 
— are angry with a statement put 
out by aldermanic candidate 
Trevor Davis. It’s “a lie” they 
say and are demanding a public 
apology and withdrawal of the 
“offending and untrue 
statement”.
Sherwood said Monday the 
statement the group was referring 
to was being carried in a yellow 
sheet to be delivered with this
week’s PeninsulaFree Press.
The offending statement says 
that a majority of council at­
tempted a defamation of Dr. 
Dermid Bingham in a trumped- 
up censure motion.
“This statement is a lie and we 
request a public apology and 
withdrawl of the offending and 
untrue statement by Davis,” 
Sherwood said.
The. mayor explained the 
circumstances of the alleged 
“defamation” of Bingham. He 
said that on Aug. 26 Bingham
had the municipal seal imprinted 
on copies of petitions a group 
was circulating which called for a 
referendum on the Wain Road 
pipeline.
Sherwood said he saw the use 
of the seal as giving municipal 
sanction to the petitions, while 
that was not the case.
He said it was against the 
Municipal Act to use the seal as 
Bingham had done and he 
phoned Bingham and asked that 
the seal imprints be returned. 
Sherwood said Bingham told him
he’d passed them on to John 
Lampham, and although he was 
instructed to return them im­
mediately he did not.
However, Sherwood said 
Bingham returned the imprints to 
him when council met that night.. 
And it was at the end of the 
meeting that Sherwood 
recommended Bingham be 
censured for misuse of the seal.
The motion read: “That Aid. 
Bingham be censured for the 
incorrect and improper use of the 
municipal corporate seal for
other than authorized purposes.”
The only opposing vote to the 
motion was by Aid. Edgar 
Farthing, Sherwood said.
The mayor said he also 
disagreed with other statements 
on Davis’ yellow paper, 
especially one that says the 
candidate is seeking an aider- 
manic term “in the hope of 
restoring our council to its 
original objectives of 
safeguarding what is left of our 
rural environment.”
Continued on Page A2
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ByGRANlALlTWIN
Central Saanich mayor Dave 
Hill called it the most 
“bureaucratic bungling” he’d 
ever seen during his term in 
municipal office.
Aid. Ron Cullis termed it an 
administrative problem and 
dilemma.
Yet Central Saanich council 
decided Monday night they 
would move no further in the 
matter of Her.shell Smith’s ap­
plication to subdivide his 
property at the foot of Stelly’s at 
East Saanich Road.
Mayor Hill argued with council 
that some help should be given to 
Smith who wants to subdivide a 
lot containing a heritage building 
which lies w'ithin the Agricultural
Land Reserve.
According to municipal 
planner Gay Wheeler, council did 
not recently oppose the removal 
from the ALR and forwarded the 
application to the Capital 
Regional District and the ALR 
Commission.
This is the first time that 
council has forwarded .such an 
application without opposition, 
since the land freeze was in­
stituted.
The application was not op­
posed by either the CRD or ALR 
bodies and yet the house and 
property on which it stands 
cannot be subdivided because of 
a hitch in the municipal bylaws.
According to Wheeler, the 
application was approved by all
Christmas fund
three levels of government but 
because of a statement from the 
land commission it has come to a 
grinding halt.
The statement reads in a Nov. 
2 letter that “This approval in no 
way relieves the owner or oc­
cupier of the responsibility of 
adhering to all other legislation, 
including zoning, .subdivision and 
other land-use bylaws of a 
municipality. . .”
Wheeler pointed out there is a 
10-acre minimum subdivision 
bylaw in force in the district as 
the application is stymied 
although approved at all levels.
Aid, George MacFarlane 
expressed chagrin that the matter





The storm that swept through 
.from the south on Saturday was 
apparently less violent on the 
Saanich peninsula than in some 
other areas, but it did sink a 
Cougar Air float plane at Patricia 
Bay and cause spectacular wave 
action on Sidney waterfront, as 
well as knocking down trees and 
power poles.
Highest wind velocity at the 
airport was around 10 a.m. with 
gusts close to 40 knots. At 
Gonzales Point and Discovery 
island the average winds were 
above 40 knots at times, and the 
strongest gusts exceeded ' 60* 
vknots.^
BvC. Ferries oran behind 
Vschedule during the day, mainly 
because of difficulties docking 
and unloading at Tswwassen, and 
the Queen of Alberni turned back 
into Active Pass shortly after, 
noon because of waves coming 
over the open car deck — even 
though no vehicles had been 
loaded on the front. She finally 
finished the crossing at4 p.m.
The double-decked ferries 
.could not use the upper deck for 
a time because the ships were 
rolling too much in the 
Tswwassen dock to be able to line 
up with the high ramp. On the 
main deck, near the water line, 
the motion has much less effect.
The Anacortes ferry sailing at 
the height of the storm was 
cancelled because of high seas at 
Sidney, which did an estimated 
$8,000 to $10,000 damage to the 
.seawall and ate into the parking 
lot at Tulista Park, Seawater was 
hitting the houses and flooded 
basements at the end of Second 
Street. •
One motorist reported a metal 
shed blowing across the highway




Two days of freedom were 
enough for Kimmy the Capuchin 
monkey, but John Hitchmow’s 
gyrfalcon was doing fine after 
more than a week of freedom and 
wasn’t too happy about returning 
to captivity.
Kimmy turned up soaked and 
shivering Wednesday morning on 
the back porch of the Reg Snow 
home at 9999-3rd St. A few 
houses south of his home at 
10025-3rd.
When his owners Gib Baal, 
went to get him Kimmy ran into a 
garage, but there allowed himself
she flew low past the Warren’s 
niece, Joan White, white she was 
horseback^ riding, Monday 
morning and she heard the sound 
ofthe bird’s bell.
Warren approached the falcon 
and offered his arm. She first 
came towards him then flew onto 
a tree. Mrs. Warren called the 
Review and got the phone 
number of Sidney falconer Frank 
Beebe, who had been flying the 
bird at the Aylard farm when it 
failed to return.
The falcon flew immediately to 
the imitation duck lure which 
Beebe whirled on a line at the end
ure
in giving
out Falconer Frank Beebe just after recapturing and hooding 
wandering gyrfalcon that went missing for more than a week. 
In his right hand is imitation bird used to lure trained falcons 
hack to handler, John Green Pliolo
We've started earlier this year with our Christmas Fund for the 
Needy. La.st year wc left it to three weeks before Christmas before we 
appeuleU for money and gifts and it was a mad scramble getting 
enough money in to help out people on the Saanich Peninsula who 
would otherwise have had nothing with which to celebrate Christmas.
So we’re hoping resident.s will start thinking "Christmas" and 
feeling good about it and happy enough to share things around. Then 
perhaps we’ll get that cash flowing in.
Poverty isolates people — especially at Christmas. It’s heartbreak 
lime for youngsters whose parents arc poor or on welfare. When 
they're young they just don’t understnd why other children have all 
the toys, the fun .and splendid food that’s missing from their house. 
When they’re older their pride is hurt and they feel ashamed to admit 
the family purse is empty.
It’s trite but still true to say the greate.st pleastirc comes from giving, 
So please give now to our fund and know you’ve made someone 
liappy and well-fed on Dec, 25.
Idease send ui deliver your cusli or cheque to 1 he Review, 9Hil«.lrd 
Street, Sidney, Donations arc tax deductible and wc have a tax 
number, New toys are being accepted for distribution.
Hugh Curtis, minister of 
finance and MLA Saanich and 
the Islands, won’t be intervening 
in the current dispute between 
council and .some merchants over 
the town’s proposed traffic plan.
Curtis said Friday he liucl been 
approached by .some business 
people who were unhappy with 
the plan and explained his 
response had been that "to the 
best of my responsibility I try to 
slay out of civic matters."
Curtis recalled when he was 
mayor of Saanich some years 
ago, pointing out he would not 
have appreciated provincial 
interlcicnce in purely civic 
matters.
And to those who might ,say 
the piuvliiclai guvcuuucnt Is 
already involved because the 
highways ministry is involved in 
the proposed interchange, Curtis 
points out, yes, but “highways
and Sidney council arc in 
agreement."
The minister said people who 
were against the traffic plan 
should raise the matter in the 
town prior to the election and 
after elections, when the new 
council sits,
"Wc run on the British 
Parliamentary system — the best 
ever devised," Curtis said, 
comparing it favorably with the 
U.S. system of continually 
holding referendums to decide 
issues.
Referendums were foreign to 
TAich a system, he said, although 
politicians, he added, were 
sometimes faced with having to 
say unpopular things at fimr**;
“1 don't run away from 
issues," Curtis said. "But I have 
to identify if they’re municipal or 
provincial issues."
to be picked up. He had been out 
since Monday morning, and had 
managed jo stay out of sight 
during most of the two days, but 
apparently had not found 
anything to eat. He ate all day 
after he got home, but he did not 
catch cold as the Baals had feared 
he would.
Tlic falcon was recovered as a 
direct result of last week’s story 
in the Review. She killed a .seagull 
in a field at the Arthur Warren 
fartn at 6404 Central Saanich 
Road, about eight miles from 
where she was released on Nov. 
• 7, but Warren did not realize that 
a tame bird was involved. Then
of a pole, but although .she struck 
the lure and tried to cat the meat 
tied to it, she hopped away when 
Beebe got too clo.sc. He finally 
used the end of the pole to pin 
down the leather strap attached 
to her leg, and then she struggled 
for some time before he was able 
to get a leather hood over her 
head to quiet her.
Oyrfalcons are arctic birds, but 
this one was hatched and cap­
tured in northern British 
Columbia this spring, on a high 
plateau where arctic conditions 
prevaih They arc the largest of 
the falcons, and arc valuable 
birds.
Polling stations
Polling time:, and place;, ih!;:
Saturday arc: Sidney — 8 a.m. * 8 
p.m. at Sidney elementary 
school; North Stniiiich —• 8 a.m, - 
H p.m. at liic municipal hall, 1620
Mill:. Road; Central Saanich ' B 
a.m. - 8 p.m. at the municipal 
hall and at Brentwood and, 
Keating elementary schools.










Resident defies bylaw "Bungling"rapped
School District #63
The municipality of Central 
Saanich is seeking legal advice on 
how to deal with a local resident 
whose recent construction of a 
home has not met the district’s 
bylaws.
The problem extends back in 
time to last January when H.R. 
Gruber began excavating 
property at 1701 Prosser.
Since that time a residence has 
been built which encroaches on a 
Capital Region District Elk Lake • 
watermain right-of-way, an 
attempt was made to install twice
the normal number of plumbing 
and washing facilities that were 
approved in the plans submitted 
and the municipal building in­
spector was ordered off the 
property.
A hefty pile of correspondence 
presented to Monday night’s 
council meeting bore evidence of 
the district’s long struggle to 
remedy the situation which is 
now aggravated by the fact that 
the property in question-is being 
offered for sale.
“There is nothing we can do to
PE^insyiA mmcn hi^ectohy
Listings in this directory are provided tree ot charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public service ol Ihe Sidney 
Review. 656-1151.
ALLIANCE
•Alliance Church • Sidney. Pastor fYflel Hoskyn. Greenglade School. 2151 Lannon Way'.....................  ...... 652-9572
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrews - Rev. David Fuller .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................... ....................... 656-7669
9586 -3rd Street, Sidney.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-5322 ,
•St. Mary’s - 1934 Cultra Ave., Saanichton
•St. Stephens - Rev, Ian Fuller... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-2812
St. Stephens Rd...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652-4311
•Brentwood Parish Church - Rev. Canon Rogers. 792 Sea Drive, Brentwood Bay.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 386-2820
•Holy Trinity - Rev. D, Mallins. Mills Rd. and West Saanich Rd. - North Saanich.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-3223
BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship - Pastor N.B. Harrison.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-5012
2269 Mills Rd , Sidney............................... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .656-7359
•Friendship Baptist Church - Pastor Ernie Kratolil. Stelly's School, 1627 Steiiy's Cross Rd......... ................. 477-8478
•Sluggett Memorial Church, 7008 N, Saanich Rd., Brentwood Say - Pastor V. Nordstrom.......................  .652-3326
•Elk Lake Community Church - Rev. J.C A. Barton. 5363 Pat Bay Highway... . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652-3676
CATHOLIC
•Out Lady ot the Assumption, 7726 West Saanich Rd.
•St. Elizabeth's Church. 10030 Third St., Sidney .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Church - Pastor Tom Gardner.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 652-4521
9925-5thSt., Sidney................. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .656-3544
INDEPENDENT FUNDAMENTAL
•Beracah Bible Church - Pastor Foy L. Spivey. 5500 Hamsterly Rd.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . .474-1545
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church - Pastor Dennis J. Papp. 2295 Weiler Ave............  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-2721,656-7484
PENTECOSTAL
■ •Oldlleld Road Gospel Chapel-Rev. Ken W.Finslad, 5506 Oldfield Road, (P.A.O.C.)............... ........ 479-6237
• •Sidney Pentecostal - Rev. Vern Tisdalle. 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd. (P.A.O.C.)  ........ . . . . . . . . . . 656-3712
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School, 6843 Central Saanich Rd. .... . . . . . . ................ 656-4730
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Pastor M. A. Atwood. 10469 Reslhaven Dr., Sidney.. ............... . . ................. . ........................ 656-7970, 656-2225
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh V7ay, Sidney .................... :......... ....... . . ........... . ................. . .656-6623
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
, •SI. John's - Rev. Hori Pratt_ _ _ ...... ................. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . ... .656-1930
10990WeslSaanichRd......... . . . . . . . .656-3213
•St. Paul's . (........... i'i V. ....:......;.........477-2635
, 2410 Malaview - Rev. Hori Pratt................... -.............:.. .652-2713
V' •Shady C.'oek -7180 East Saanich Rd. Rev. Melvin H. Adams : , J
--" •Brentwood;. . . . .v;.... ......,;.,:..,................ . :..... .477-2635
7462W«tSaanich Rd. - Rev. Melvin H. Adams .. .. .....;. i ........: ....... .. .'.652-2713
SUPPOKTIHE CHURCH'OF YOUR-
Canoe Cove Coffee Shop
Open Dally 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
656-2398
CLIPPER INN
SPECIALISING IN SEArOOD & STEAK 
OPEN DAILY FUR LUNCH » DINER 
(ClMid Timidly)




RienIwMd Shopplrio PiMi 
liarniiuiyie Cooking (i> llaklng 
.11 Old FiUihiomiri I'llcmi
Qpin 7 diyi I week t iin • t pm
, LICENSEI) »S2-tt«2
PiH'p (fliHti' (Jlliali't
Open lor Lunch and Dinner 
Tueediy lo Sundey
ICiotiCd (or itiiirh liiesday)
La Villa Restaurante SEA BREEZE CAFE
Wednetday Smorgeiboid Dinner end 
“ e>liTh  New Stindey Drunch
Rosorvatlons 6S6-3G41
Fool ol Beacon Ave 
OCEAN VIEW
Tiy our l.imnuB Ml,id hat 




VTAl.. PAST All - KlAlUfltl
2SOO Beacon Ave. res.:
(Cninei ?ntt) 658'422r
0776.4tli St., Sidiiay
IHihnul inn Pn!.i Dilitu
mmumam
mu & CHIPS
BREAKFAST . LUNCH • DINNER
Open D.nly 7 ,T() ini ■ t M pm Cl(ii,«rl Gnnuay




Evenlnj DInInj (lew 5 p.m,
(Cioied Tueideyi)
Wnsi Seamoh iia. iiy 
floyel Oiik ShopninH CnnUe
7«A5 (III Bianlch lid., BAANICHTON PLAZA 
Chwiie A Weiiein Food — Eel m nr like Dul
<«rMg.MiRE'tO» SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
Joan & Gflolpo
F«ff DFIIVFIIY (rnm S pm wilhin I ml 
with min. oidei
T fl, ■■ai , aiiu ui ij uemr
. liosorvallons 479-2123
OPFN Mnn ■ Thnie. 11 nm ■ 9 pm 
III * Siii II tint • 11 pm Sun A Hnl 11 .irn - fl pm 
LICENCFD Bb2-l>lin
lAMOUS CHARBROILLO STEAKS




DPFN DAII Y Tiiei thru Salnrdey 
11 30 I,in -TiSOp m,
9007 - 4tli St., Sidney
TAKEOUT 6566722
RESTAURANT
in A liVr.iHri.. 1 ni.v
l.iosnrt iiitl. mninifig 'A Ml dny Mnn , 
IlINCH' II .It) am in ? pm tucft m Fti,
■ riifJNFl! ii'Jh to II pm i.tin tti Wwl
.( 'ril in 10 |irn Ihiiiii h'l SiO
—^ AtBVICE,9838-3rd k,8itiBey C56-5112
Let The
PENINSULA DINERS knew about 
YOUK PLACE TO EAL
CALL NOW: 656-1151 to roservo this space.
You’d tmfl a wide variety of food tastes iisiisd each week in our diniiifl guidij. Whatovor 
you rii inieresiod in trom criinnso to Pizza, tno Peninsula <ifoa has iht' restaurant.
Silver Dragon Restaurant
CtlillDHU Tuud riil 
Reasonablo Priens
HAIIY IlINCH RPFCIAl 
PICK UP » lAKE OUT
2470 Boacon 6561812
prevent the sale of the property 
but it disturbs me,’’ said Aid. 
Earle Tabor, “that this person 
can proceede in obvious definace 
of our bylaws.’’
Aid. George MacFarlane 
suggested the Real Estate Board 
of Greater Victoria and the 
Multiple Listing Services be 
informed the property not be 
transferred, the municipality put 
up official notices and that the 
police be informed to prevent 
some “innocent third party from 
becoming involved.’’
“Someone should have taken 
action long ago,’’ he said.
A situation such as this would 
have been “swiftly dealt with in 
Saanich’’ he pointed out, adding 
that “it must be extremely in­
furiating to the good citizens’’ of 
Central Saanich when this oc­
curs.
It was moved the municipality 
seek legal advice and in future 
staff be instructed to enforce 
bylaws by taking legal action 
whenever necessary.
Continued from Page A1 
had come before council again, 
saying it is an administrative 
problem now.
But in an interview later 
Wheeler said the ball is in the 
political court . . staff can 
proceed no further.
Hill argued that there were a 
number of things council could 
do to help Smith save the close to 
100-year-old, two-storey grey 
house which has been renovated 






Continued from Page A1
We’ve been doing this for 
years, Sherwood said. “And 
what have we got? A rural en­
vironment.’’
Sherwood is also annoyed at 
the charge that the majority of 
council tried to “circumvent” a 
referendum. “We may have 
deplored it but we did nothing to 
circumvent it,” he said.
Craft sale
There’s a craft sale at St. 
John’s church, 10990 West 
Saanich Road, from 10 a.m. - 6 
p.m. Nov. 20. Sale includes 
pottery by Mavis Mooney, 
stonewear by Muffet Grieve, 
pprcelain by Sandy Ockwell and 
weaving by the Deep ■ Cove 
Weavers;?',."',",
Continued from Page A1 
in front of his car at Sidney.
The damaged plane, a six- 
place, single-engine Helio 
Courier on pontoons, was 
moored on the inside of the 
federal seaplane float in Patricia 
Bay. The float is sheltered close 
to shore, but at high tide a strong 
guest caught the plane, which is a 
short-takeoff design with a large 
wing area, and flipped it across 
the dock.
The plane was left with one 
wing and part of the fuselage in 
the water on the outside of the 
float, while the pontoons were in 
the air, still tied to the inner side 
of the float.
In that position the wing in the 
water would have hit bottom as 
the tide dropped, so the plane 
had to be cut loose and allowed 
to go under, suspended beneath 
the pontoons. It was raised and 
righted Monday afternoon with 
the aid of a large crane.
Visible damage to the aircraft, 
which is worth over $100,000, 
was limited to a severely dented 
wing and some minor dents on 
the fuselage.
Most of the cost will be for 
repairing salt water damage to 
the engine and replacing radio 
equipment and instruments 
ruined by the water. No finn 
estimate is available, but damage 





11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
PL8S Choice of Soup or Salad, 
Coffee or Tea & Dessert.
We are located at 
7120 W. Saanich Road





Do You Share 
My Concerns 
for the Future 
of our
Municipality?
Tho Coming Years are going to provldo many difficult challongos 
to thoso Involvod in the Municipal Govornmonts of tho Saanich 
Poninsula; such as>
•Incroaslng demands lor public services ns a result ol our Increasing 
population
•Pressures (or zoning changes and removal ol land Irom iho ALR
•Encroachmednt on our Iragilo onvironinent
•Management ol personnel and (inanclal resources al a lime ol high 
inllallon and hIgITunomploymonl.
Those challenges nocossilaio carolul. Ihoughlul decision making, Wo should 
try. therelore, to elect those who arc prepared to manage the issues sensibly 
and intolllijfinlly, taking Into acrmiini thi? needs and inleresis ot all the citizens 
ot the municipality.








Saancih school board chair­
man Gerry Kristianson Monday 
dismissed statements on French 
immersion by trustee candidate 
Trevor Davis. The statements are 
contained in a yellow sheet to be 
distributed to residents of North 
Saanich.
Davis writes he personally 
opposes the French immersion 
program because “it diverts our 
limited and costly talent from its 
main purpose of providing the 
best possible education to the 
majority. It appears to have 
political overtones and tends to 
segregate the pupils and divide 
the parents.
“The program has spread to 
several schools for transportation 
reasons, disrupting the normal 
class arrangement, and threatens 
to grow into a costly parallel 
French-language system. Any 
continuation should receive 
taxpayer assent in a referen­
dum.”
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Council meet 
shocks newcomer
Kristianson said he was 
“bewildered” by the “political 
overtone” charge. ‘’What is 
political about it?” he said. “’But 
they can’t have it both ways — if 
it’s true, then the program must 
be very popular; if untrue and the 
public don’t want it, Davis could 
hardly accuse the propoents of 
French immersion of getting 
political advantage.”
Kristianson said the French 
immersion program has been 
developed because English- 
speaking Anglophone parents 
have said they want their children 
to have a bilingual education.
He pointed out the federal 
government shares the cost of 
bringing to the district teachers 
with the talent to teach French 
immersion. And, he added, those 
teachers are mostly not 
Quebecers — they’ re mainly 
British Columbians.
The program has spread- • to ? 
several schopls in the district and 
Kristianson explained why. ‘’We 
had two choices. We could have 
centralized French immersion in 
one school and displaced neigh­
borhood children — who would 
have had to go elsewhere for their 
education—■ or do what we’ve 
done.
“We’re trying to have both 
French immersion and English 
programs take place side by side 
in the same schools.”
As to the charge that the 
program segregates or separates 
children, Kristianson said almost 
everything done in the school 
tends to separate youngsters. 
“We separate them by age, 
grade, ability and in special 
classes for the handicapped.”
Disruption? “That’s just 
nonsense,” Kristianson said.
And French immersion cer­
tainly hadn’t been rammed down 
any throats, he added. “If people 
continue to want this educational 
opportunity, that’s the best 
testimonial we could ask for.”
He says Davis is right when he 
states that education co,sts have 
increased but wrong when he says 
standards have dropped in 
district schools,
“Davis clearly di.splays his 
ignorance of what has happened 
since he was trustee. There’s been 
the development of the core 
curriculum —• which our own 
district led in — and learning 
assessment tests show our kids do 
mttclt better than the provincial 
average.” •
Onlookers at Sidney council 
Monday night — among them 
two aldermanic candidates — 
eyed with disbelief the per­
formance of two aldermen.
Up for first reading was an 
amendment to an expropriation 
bylaw for Sanscha property. Aid. 
Stan Bamford moved to table the 
bylaw after second reading and 
was backed by Aid. Eleanor 
Sowerby and aid. Ben Ethier. 
Then Bamford wanted to discuss 
the bylaw but couldn’t because 
he’d tabled it.
It was lifted from the table for 
discussion and Bamford ex­
plained he required “more 
specification and dimensions”, 
more information.
Town administrator Geoff 
Logan was despatched to fetch a 
map and Bamford received 
answers and explanations to his 
questions and sat back.
Any more discussion? asked 
Mayor Norma Sealey.
Silence from Bamford and 
Sowerby.
Ethier moved the bylaw receive 
a third reading and the bylaw 
amendment passed with Bamford 
and Sowerby voting against the 
motion with the joint request that 
their votes be recorded.
Both Bamford and Sowerby
had every opportunity to speak 
again against the bylaw amen­
dment — but didn’t. Yet both 
voted against it.
With the special meeting over. 
Aid. Ross Martin wondered out 
loud why aldermen approved the 
bylaw amendment in previous 
discussion and then attempted to 
block it at the last moment.
A reporter is cornered by a 
candidate. “Did you see that?” 
he said in awe. Here we have a 
mayor who knows what she’s 
doing but some aldermen don’t 
know enough or don’t care to get 
into debate.
He was shocked some 
aldermen didn’t have any 
knowledge of parliamentary 
procedure. “That’s inexcusable. 
They should know that if you 
table something you can’t discuss 
it.”
All issues in the election were 
simply symptomatic of the basic 
problem — some inefficient 
aldermen, he said.
/• 7i ^
Fitness is a national issue. 
We call it Body Politics.
Winner of
Tho Lion's Club 400

























OTTO HACK Is PEOPLE 
OniENTEO and llstons to tho 
rosldonts, Ho will bo a rolioshing 
addition to North Saanich Coun­
cil.
PLATFORM
•PROMOTE and entianco Iho rural and aoriculturat tharactor ol North Saanich 
which has prompted many residents to live here.
•OPPOSE dovelopmerit rosultinfl in polutlon or other rioleriorailon ol Iho en- 
vironmenl.
•OPPOSE iinwarranlod expansion that dolracis Irom tho allraclivo rural 
characior and docraasos aoricullural produclivity.
•SUPPORT controlled and orderly growth in accoidance wilh Iho concepts o( 
Iho Community Plan; help revise) llto Plan as necessary in tho best tntorosts of 
the rommiinity as a whole
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We need Ruby may
Although the issue in school board elections would seem to be 
French immersion, our view is that one should vote on the 
overall qualities of the candidate. We’re frankly pro-immersion 
but we’ve taken a good look at the eight people running for 
seats on Saanich school board and found pro-immersion 
candidates still to be the best choice — regardless of the 
language issue.
In North Saanich it would be a tragedy if the Grand Dame of 
Education — Rubymay Parrott — was defeated by Trevor 
Davis in her bid for re-election. Parrott has worked for 
education in this district for 14 years and for two years running 
headed the Canadian School Trustees’ Association.
Concerned, compassionate, level-headed, Parrott still has 
much to contribute in terms of knowledge and experience.
Her opponent, Trevor Davis, is also running for a seat on 
North Saanich council. We maintain it is virtually impossible to- 
hold both school trustee and aldermanic positions and do a 
good job on each. What happens when school board and 
council meetings coincide, as they do at least twice a month? 
And one trustee tells us that in busy months he gives 20 hours 
each week to school board matters.
: At first glance, former principal Joe Lott looks to be an easy 
vsinner over Carol Grom in the Sidney school trustee race. Lott 
is well known, has been a principal here for 25 years and has a 
good background in education.
Our vote might have gone to Lott despite his stand on French 
immersion, which he has vowed to dismantle — as a trustee he 
might have eventually modified his feelings on this program. 
But unhappily, he has also stated he does hot think it necessary 
to ihaintain the “middle” school grouping — a concept 
pioneered by our school district and much admired by 
educators. (See letter page 4). L
Since we would not wish to see both our French immersion 
programs destroyed and our middle schools go down the drain, 
pur vote goes to newcomer Orpm.
Ih' Central Saanich we have no hesitation in endorsing 
Heather Crampton — a bright, articulate worker'in 'the 
education field. It’s time for a change and Crampton is a first 
class candidate.
Betts deserves to be returned for anoither two years. This trustee 
has hdtched up a good record and proved to be a hard-working, 
effective, and articulate trustee.
Betts does his homework, is knowledgeable and con­
scientious. It would be pointless to discard this trustee on the 
basis that the incumbent is pro-immersion.
seats
In Sidney’s aldermanic race four incumbents -- Ross Martin, 
Ben Ethier, Stan Bamford and Eleanor Sowerby — are seeking 
re-election. Other candidates are John Calder, Loyd Burdon, 
Jim Lang and Stan McCandlish. There are six seats up for grabs 
■— Aid. Howie Norquay is retiring and Glen McMillan resigned 
his seat some months ago.
Martin is an excellent alderman — the best on council — and 
should be returned. He always leads debate, does his 
homework, is fearless and totally honest. As in preceding years, 
Martin has our wholehearted endorsement. Ethier, also, 
deserves to be re-elected.
Burdon, Lang and McCandlish are fairly well known in the 
community while Calder is a comparative newcomer to Sidney. 
However, Calder is worth watching in this election. He’s ex­
perienced—- he was an alderman for two years in Hudson’s 
Hope — and has some good ideas. We like his plan to hold open 
house two days a week at municipal hall to hear people “get 
thingsoff their chest.”
As Calder says, many people don’t like to stand up in public 
and .speak out and the session would provide a private forum 
for “beefs,”
When Sidney voters go to the 
polls next Saturday, they should 
keep in mind that one school 
board candidate, Joe Lott, has 
■pledged himself to destroy the 
middle school program in School 
District 63, a program which has 
brought Saanich acclaim from 
across British Columbia.
What are middle schools — 
and why did we choose them?
Our middle schools at North 
Saanich, Mt. Newton and Royal 
Oak are schools which cater to 
the special needs of children 
passing through the difficult 
adolescent phase. By grouping 
together grades 6 to 8, we are able 
to provide programs specially 
designed for people who are 
leaving childhood and becoming 
young adults.
As all parents know, this is a 
difficult time for children, and 
our middle schools have become 
the envy of parents, teachers and 
school trustees across the 
province because of our success 
in educating this special group at 
a special time in their lives.
Our success has led us to begin 
planning a new middle school 
next to the recreation centre at 
Bazan Bay. Besides having 
unique access to recreation 
facilities, this school would serve 
the south part of Sidney and 
would solve the present over­
crowding at North Saanich.
We have approached the 
ministry of education for initial 
approval and have become the 
first school district in the 
province to be invited to submit 
plans for a completely new 
middle school. Our success is 
being recognized at the highest 
levels.
Mr. Lott is right when he says 
our grade configuration is 
“different from most districts in 
British Columbia.” He is correct 
when he says this configuration is 
not found in “large districts like 
Victoria and Vancouver.”
: We should be proud of these 
facts! '-y,-" L';
We don’t want to be like thesd 
large districts. Province-wide test 
jresults show that our youn^ 
people do better! A steady streaiff 
; of visitors to our middle schools 
shows that outsiders think we 
have found the answer to an 
important educational need.
Mr. Lott’s suggestion that we 
should simply add classrooms to 
existing elementary and 
secondary schools would not 
improve education in Saanich. It 
would mean that your children 
would be attending large, im­
personal institutions, where their 
educational needs are placed 




Board of School Trustees 
School District #63 [Saanich]
services as well as the setting 
aside of $150,000 towards the 
new library, $225,000 towards 
the cost of the satellite fireball 
and equipment whilst retaining 
healthy'reserves to help cope with 
such future costs as police 
protection.
A newsletter has gone out each 
year and each council meeting is 
now preceded by a 20-minute 
public question period.
In addition, council has met 
and discussed items of mutual 
concern with ratepayers- 
association members. This 
council has resisted pressure for 
development of ALR lands and 
the footpath programme was 
started and is continuing.
In 1980 the tax increase for 
municipal purposes was minimal 
(1 percent) and in 198! there was 
a 1.9 millrate increase for 
municipal purposes.
In conclusion, leadership does 
not mean thrusting one’s will on 
others, leadership is well defined
forest fire of the magnitude I 
have envisioned. In the Sooke 
Hills is a huge reservoir, just 
recently expanded, of excellent 
water — if only we could get it 
delivered!
I hope with all my heart we do 
not go through another summer 
for holding our breaths and 
listening whenever the wind 
ripples past our fir trees. Another 
summer of watching and listening 
to neighbors tell of brackish 
water and bringing in drinking 
water for their families.
Let’s get out the real facts of 
cost and support our council and 
aldermen who have done such an 
excellent job of researching a 







From the Nov. 17, 1921, issue of
The Review
Vancouver Island points were 
alerted to watch for two men, one 
of them a murderer, who had 
overpowered their guard and 
escaped from Wilkinson Road 
jail.
About 50 people attended the 
first meeting of the federal 
election campaign as W.A. 
Pritchard, socialist candidate for 




I have a Nightmare! The voters 
of North Saanich are to be 




It’s anybody’s gue-ss who’s going to win at North Saanich 
Saturday. And that applies to both mayoralty and aldermanic 
races.
With so many candidates from whom to choose it must be 
confusing, especially to people who haven’t been closely 
following the ups and downs and bitterness that has charac­
terized municipal politics in North Saanich,
But there is some help for residents who are not sure how to 
vote or what each candidate .stands for — the Deep Cove and 
Eastern Property Owners’ Association has prepared a com­
prehensive 42-question and answer format for the 18 candidates 
and posted the results out to some 1,3(X) households (only area 
not covered is Ardmore); ^ ^ ^ ^
A study of the questionnaire will tell voters where candidates 
stand on most issuc.s and where comments have been given 
instead of a straight yes or no (the comments aren’t included) 
the association urges residents to phone candidates directly and 
have them explain their position,
Jay Rangel is our choice for mayor, mainly because he seems 
to be able to get along with all 5idc.s and differing points of 
view. We'd also like to see incumbcnl.s Jim Cumming, Haiold 
Parrott and Alan Gornford returned to office.
50 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 18, 1931, issue of 
The Review
The Young People’s Society 
heard George Wilson give a vivid 
account of the Experiences of a 
Hobo, detailing his journeyings 
to Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary 
and return to Vancouver and 
Sidney as an uninvited guest of 
the CPR. His accommodation 
consisted of a two-door pullman, 
ah open oil tank observation car 
and a deluxe discarded day 
coach. The entire trip, incuding 
meals, did not pass the seven 
dollar mark.
40 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 18, 1941, issue of
The Review
Nazi agents, according to a 
Review editorial, were busy in 
Canada suggestirig that gasoline 
saving was not 'necessary, and 
that War Savings Certificates 
were no good — the money 
would never be paid back.
An advertisement published by 
the federal departmentof labor 
announced no price increases 
would be permitted after Nov. 17 
unless authorized by the Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board. 
Employers were forbidden to 
increase basic \vage rates without 
permission, but vi^e obli^d to 
pay a cost of living bonus, ad­
justed every three months.
Takes more than a little rain to keep 93-year-old Jack 
Pearson and wife Dorothy away from Remembrance Day 
Parade. Jack was Sidney's oldest attending veteran.
Tom Cronk Photo
It seems to me that Trevor 
Davis is drawing conclusions 
based on little knowledge (he 
must have attended at least two 
council meetings during the la.st 
two years). My “personal style,” 
as he put.s it, was intended to 
reach concensus of council after 
reasonable debate as a 
democratic contrast to the 
confrontation posturing of the 
previous administration.
Council’s apparent discord 
(suitably spot-lighted by a 
sensation-.sccking prcs.s) was, in 
my view, originated by in­
terference outside of council, I’m 
sure that Mr. Davis is well aware 
of that.
It began at the first meeting of 
this council two years ago by 
manoeuvering .Md. Jim Cum- 
ming from representation on the 
regional board and the water 
commission;
Jay Rangel, to his everlasting 
credit, stood aside from these 
sleazy backroom politics and 
thereby indicated that he would 
be his own man and make his 
own deci.sions. He has remained 
that way.
The apparent discoid ha.v not
prevented an intelligent council 
from making progres.s in North 
•^aninich^ Comrnilti'T**; linvf* 
worked well, all council members 
have effectively chaired com- 
miltcc.s os Cl (lie tsv o years and 
good budgeiiy juactices luive 
resulted in continued municipal
as “the art of influencing others 
to achieve the aim.”
Jay Rangel fits the bill and, in 
my opinion, will make a fine 




We without city water arc 
living with two major threats 
over our heads, First, wc live in 
the forest of Ardmore vvitli our 
magniricaiU trees each .summer 
being tiiicler dry and us hoping no 
spark ignites tlicm To start an 
Inferno whichwould wipe out, 
not one but perluip.s several of 
our homes.
Sccomlly, the threat of con- 
tihually falling water tables and 
dry wells creating an epidemic of 
typhoid or such that would force 
our health department to declare 
a state of emergency and need for 
an immediate water system 
considerably more expensive than 
present plans.
Wc live in an enclave of “time 
past” Those who have been here 
for 15 • 25 years still hearken 
back to the “good old days” and 
with scare ladies try to prevent 
change. Well, change is upon us 
and just as tnuch as we are tlie 
only jHicket of the whole Saanich 
Pdiin-suia denied dcecnt wate! 
suply we should face reality.
hnee the real figures that show 
till' prAL'inrial i’n'.'(*rrim»*niWniilfl 
certainly back our needs for 
water as truly a necessity.
r.iec the rael dial eun exvelltiil 
file dciiaiiincm couki mn 
possibly eofu' with a house and
nominations for the forthcoming 
municipal elections. Five names 
for three two-year aldermanic 
seats, and 1T names for tlirec 
one-year scats.
Many of these voters are 
newcomers, and they will likely 
say, “we will vote for names 
we’ve heard before, cillici a,s 
present or past aldermen.
Please, please, don’t. 1 will tell 
you why. If you vote for all the 
names you’ve heard before, we’ll 
get stuck with a council more 
long-svinded, more argumen­
tative, and Ic.ss likely to come to 
decisions even than the one sve 
luts'c endured for the past two 
years;.,
Please vote for .some of the 
new names, I hope you will have 
seen on T.V, or live In all­
candidate meetings, some of the 
new ones and can make your own 
assessment then, but please don't 
just pul back the council wc are 
thankfully gelling rid of, nor 
augment it with former alder- 
incn.
riic same thing applies for 
your elioicc of mayor. One name 
\on will have heard more than 
the other, as he has made sure he 
was mentioned in the local paper 
nlinost weekly for (he past two 
years, but knowing a person's 
name doesn’t giatrantcc that he is 
the light man for the job, and if 
III) iiigTiiiuaie tunics imc, ii will 
need a strong man to cope with 
sneh a council.
I T-rin only prriy'th.'it wlint 1 fear
will not come true, and we will 
get a reasonable, non- 
vtiguinemmisc cuimeil, able to 
woik logeiTici and kec|i North
CoMlimied on Piige A5
30 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 14, 1951, issue of 
The Review
in a fire early Wednesday 
morning, the Moore-Whittington 
mill on Saanichton Spit was 
almost completely destoryed. 
Central Saanich volunteer fire 
department fought the 4 a.m. 
blaze with two trucks and 30 
men.
* Tfr *
Construction of the new 
Central Saanich Municipal Hall 
and firchall on East Saanich 
Road started a week ago. Cost 
was estimated at $18,000, and the 
municipality had the cash on 
hand.
20YFARSAGO
From the Nov. 15, 1961, Issue of 
The Review
A $201,000 contract to extend 
tire main airport runway to 6,000 
feet was awarded to Dawson, 
Waic & Co. of Vancouver. 
Homes on the south side of 
Beacon Ave. west of The new 
highway route were to be ex­
propriated because iltcy would be 
loo close to the runsvay ex­
tension.
* ,, * '" '
Central Saanich council gave 
first two readings to a subdivision 
control bylaw, despite a com­
plaint that it would he too in- 
ncxiblc.
to YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 17, 1971, Issue of 
The Review
Central Saanich council 
decided to seek the voters' 
opinion on purchase of watcr\ 
Irom park pro|XMty at Brent­
wood Bay for $53,UX), after 
receiving a 1,6()0-signature 
pefilion calling for a vote,
* *
in an editorial the Review 
asked liow the .school board 
“established the magic number 
of one teacher for every .T.Vpupil.s 
amt suggested that as salaries 
Lvent up the number of tcadicrs 
employed could come down,
t
\
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Saanich a rural area and able to 






As a retiring trustee for 
Saanich school district I wish to 
make some parting statements. 
Firstly, I have always supported 
the French immersion program as 
one of the many excellent special 
programs that enrich the 
educational opportunities 
available in our district. There 
has been much misinformation, I 
think intentionally by some about 
the cost of the program.
Federal government funds pay 
50 per cent of the costs including 
teachers’ salaries for the first year 
and provides a small support 
grant for continuing years so 
there are certainly no extra costs 
to the district.
The argument that the im­
mersion children could be 
returned to their regular schools 
with no extra teaching staff there, 
is not valid. Our schools are 
staffed by school board policy, as 
in most districts, according to a 
fixed pupil-teacher ratio, at 
present 20 to 1. If more pupils are 
added to a school, the school is 
automatically allotted more 
teachers to maintain that ratio. .
It is true that federal gover­
nment money is not free money, 
it comes from the taxes of all of 
us, all Canadians. But our 
Canadian government considers 
it well spent to support what has 
proven to be a very successful 
experiment in fostering tolerance, 
understanding and unity within 
our country, for the children not 
participating, as well as for those 
who do.
1 should emphasize that the 
value of the program in this • 
regard has been recognized by all 
the Canadian political parties; 
strongly by the most recent 
Conservative' government as well 
as the rpresent Liberal, by the 
' NDP and by the B.C. Social 
Credit government.
I thought that the 
hostility to the implementation of 
the French immersion program 
might be based on educational 
concerns. Now 1 know that for 
most of those opposed, that it is 
not. It is an expression of 
hostility and antagonism toward 
the French-speaking part of our 
country, toward Quebec. It 
indeed frightens me to think of 
the prospects for the future of 
tolerance, understanding and 
unity within our country if such 
people were to be in a position to 
influence the education of our 
children.
The educational merits of the 
program, however, must be 
examined both by the local 
school board and by the parents 
who arc considering having their 
children participate. 1 believe that 
this has been done exhaustively 
and the educational merits are 
clear.
Finally, 1 vvould like to say how 
much I have learned being a 
trustee, how much there is to 
learn and do, but also how large 
an innucnce the elected school 
board has on the education our 
children receive. 1 would like to 
thank the present members of the 
board for their assistance and 
encouragentent to me to carry out 
my role as a trustee.
I appreciate the efforts and 
abilities of many of the present 
trustees. The administrative staff 




and capable. Most of all I would 
like to say how important are the 
teaching staff and how dedicated, ' 
capable and hard-working are the 
majority of our teachers.
Saanich is a lighthouse school 
district in many ways, its 
educational innovation is 
frequently used as a model and 
example by other districts. Our 
district was one of the first to 
recognize the value of the middle 
school concept, grades 6, 7 and 8 
as a unit designed to carry our 
children through the transition to 
adulthood, mentally, emotionally 
and physically; we have in­
tegration of severely physically 
and mentally handicapped 
children; we have new initiatives 
for enrichment and for the gifted; 
wc have excellent trqde and 
career programs, cultural and 
music programs as well as a very 
strong academic core.
This is a very good base on 
which to build. We can go on 
improving and extending the 
educational opportunities if all 
involved in education in Saanich 
take a positive view and help. 
Parents are often a forgotten part 
of the educational team. Their 
participation through the school 
board, through the schools and 
through their own children is 
essential if the best possible 
education is to be provided.
So let me conclude with a plea 
for involvement in education by 
everyone, starting with a 
carefully considered vote in the 
coming election.
RonHyndman 




A plea to striking librarians: I 
know nothing of the cause of 
your strike but surely you have 
been out long enough to settle 
your differences. There are old 
people in nursing homes and in 
their own homes whose only 
solace is the escapism of a good 
book. Those with fair sight ^ can 
borrow, but many are dependent
on the large print books only.
So please, please think of those 
old souls who have so little joy in 
their sometimes despairing lives 






Many of the aspiring can­
didates for office of alderman in 
North Saanich are promising a 
district wide water distribution 
system if elected. I would refer all 
candidates and voters to a full 
page map of Saanich Peninsula in 
the local newspapers dated Sept. 
23. The map clearly marked 
trunk water mains, pumping 
stations, reservoirs and ancillary 
works.
On the same page a message 
* from the Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commission states, 
“North Saanich is served from 
connections off the new trunk 
watermains shown on the plan.
, Water for peak flow conditions 
and fire fighting emergencies is 
obtained from the McTavish 
Reservoir, one million gallons 
shortly to be constructed Cloake 
Hill Reservoir one million 
gallons, serviced by Deep Cove 
Pump Station.”
Residents of any area can 
readily obtain a water line ex­
tension by submitting to North 
Sanich a petition carrying the 
signatures of a majority 
requesting same, by local im­
provement by law.
It is a program that has worked 
well for many years and sub­
sidized by a 75 per'cent refund 
from the provincial government.
From the seeming lack of 
understanding from candidates 
both in and out of office I feel it 
is time we elected as alderman a 
professional engineer with 
knowledge and expertise in such 
matters. Such a man is Trevor 
Davis, consulting engineer, who 
can bring us both business ex­
perience in municipal matters 
plusi the ^iiity to produce a long­
term i vysiter plan for N
Saanich.
1 have been expecting can­
didates to campaign on 
developing building sites on 
existing water lines. A planned 
commercial light industrial area 
to provide a better tax base for 
the area and voter referendums 
for all capital expenditures at 
civic elections. Council should be 
asking the province for home re­
assessments. They went up on 
rising real etate values, they 
should be lowered orr reduced 
sale prices. Mortgages and 
property taxes are of serious 
consequences to many home 
owners at this time.
It is important that we elect a 
majority of people to council 
with experience and a record of 
good financial management, with 
the courage to oppose un­
necessary expenditures.
Ernest P. Hudson 
765 Towner Park Rd.
Voters don’t 
give a damn
The forthcoming elections on 
Nov. 21 are, or should be, of 
great concern to the voters of this 
peninsula. Not only are aldermen 
and mayors to be elected, but 
four school trustees are to be 
elected also.
Continued on Page A6
ALL UNITS DELUXE AND WELL EQUIPPED!
Concord 4>Door
1981 CONCORD “DL"
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Thursday, Nov. 19-7:00 pm 
(tamily emphasis)
Friday, Nov. 20-7:00 pm
(ladies)
D - iet 
D - iscipline 
D - iscipleship
Sunday- Nov. 22 
11:00 a.m. S 7:00 p.m. 
(annointed Bible ministry)




: V , :' v- 'CHURCii :
MacDonald Park Rd. 
656-3712
Mr.
wlsiies to aiiti®ynee 
' the opening ef
(4th & Bevan Sidney)
In the Associated Physicians
miRE CONVENIENCE 
‘COI^PLETE DISPENSINC FACILITIES
. 'i' ' '■
1 1901 JEEP CJ8 SCRAMBLER! iim ,iii now
m iiiiliiy 4«)i pir.kuiil thii. dumo (its mnny (luiphsiis und you'll 
n hiwe tun lorn Ono only Ksl $17,068.
1 SELL-OUT.............. .........$10,900
1981 JEEP CJ5. n.ul' tunwn lliu miuil R
loinoiis hi III! ,IU I'D Ihiind nuw, rmidy lo gu ,8 >i b'W 'b', |i 
touriK I.I8I 10,861 H
SELL-OUT . ................. ........$9950 j
m 1981 JEEP CJ5, ohiirwood 0181111 mm. Anuthur wiiil
W oqiMPi'K'd r.l vmi‘11 prrih.ihiy ru'vor buy Im Ins'i Mi.'Uiq 
p nuw l »l $11,086
1 SELL-OUT ,,,,,......... ........$10,900
1901 JEEP CJ6, hr,ind miw lini!,8ua ip iriuoriiiqw jn
bliio WP.il vnu vu iilwayc w.n'ilful Ihu ,1111-' D
litiW 1-11.1, $10,'.,66 II
SELL-OUT .......
NEWPREMISES ^ ^
SIDNEY PHARMACY opened originally in February 1959 in a corner of Laird's Grocery store next to 
Douma's Garage, Second and Beacon (now Peacock Restaurant), Moved to Dr. Gray's building in 
1960 in the location now occupied by Montreal Trust Co, Moved again In 1966 to present location at 
2416 Beacon Avenue,
Both locations wll have complete records on computer and re-tllls may be obtained at eithor'dispen- 
sary,
Drop in for Cake & Coffee 
at 4th & Bevan on
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 20th 
-10 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
10 6:00
4th & Bevan
Itours; 0 " 0 p.m. Monday Frldav
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Phone: 656-0744
2416 Beacon Ave.
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Continued from Page A5
If John Betts in Saanich, 
Heather Crampton in Central 
Saanich, Rubymay Parrott in 
North Saanich, and Carol Orom 
in Sidney are elected, the forward 
sweep of immersion French in 
our schools will go unchecked 
and the educational and social 
effects could well be disastrous.
If Marilyn Loveless in Saanich, 
Esther Galbraith in Central 
Saanich, Trevor Davis in North 
Saanich, and Joe Lott in Sidney 
receive the support they need, 
they will phase out immersion 
French and our schools will settle 
down to give the quality of 
education our students require.
The situation in Central 
Saanich is especially serious. 
There only a school trustee is to 
be elected and the voters could 
well stay home in droves on 
voting day. If Esther Galbraith is 
defeated, it will not be because of 
the strength and organization of 
the Parents for Immersion 
French, but simply because the 
great majority of voters do not 
give a damn!
How much damage must our 
schools and our communities 






In his bid for a second term on 
North Saanch council. Aid. Alan 
Cornford should drop the ticket 
“environmentalist.” We who 
campaigned for him as an en­
vironmentalist last election were 
shocked to uncover his “in­
camera” negotiation with 
developer Bob Wright to 
practically give away the Tsehum 
bird sanctuary mudflats.
I don’t think enough credit has 
been given to our past mayor and 
council for their offsetting the 
arrogant thrust of Aid. Cornford 
against the protection of our 
foreshores and farmland.
Edgar Farthing, our penny­
watching alderman, has irritated 
and annoyed many for his 
.sometimes unrealistic demands 
for accountability. Yet when we 
look at the economic mess in 
Ottawa and Victoria, we realize 
how vital accountability is in 
government.
I think we still need Edgar 
Farthing as a “brake” in a new 
“fast forward” council. Not 
many have the integrity to 
assume this unpopular role.
Aid. Dermid Bingham plays 
well the role of wise elder
statesman. His subtle, gentle, 
h' mor has often given per­
spective to a bitter council fight. 
Perhaps we still need him for 
“shifting gears” when the going 
ge:ts rough.
“Fast forward” for the North 
Saanich could be disastrous. 
Let’s look at what happened to 
two other areas like ours in the 
world: The Niagara Peninsula, 
now cemented in and 
dangerously polluted by industry; 
and the Mediterranean, now a 
smelly sewer from over­
population. Quo vadis, North 
Saanich?
G.Lawrie, 
10255 W. Saanich Road
Whoever the new members 
may be, it is my contention that 
council must act in a business-like 
manner, in a spirit of full 
cooperation — not con­
frontation. I intend to examine 
fully all aspects of an issue in 
terms of the wishes of the 
residents, and I will support the 
issues or take a position against 
them on that basis; 1 cannot 
participate in derogatory actions 
or remarks directed against 
people.














Fun for the whole family. Join the Panorama Clowns for an 
action-packed skating session. Cartoons, relays, inner-tube^ 
races and more ' .:
FAHORAf^A LEISURE CENTRE
Because Trevor Davis implied 
in a circular letter to the elec­
torate of North Saanich that he 
encouraged me to contest the
incumbents of the two-year term 
on council, 1 am writing to you to 
set the record straight. That fact 
is, 1 did not know Mr. Davis until 
two weeks after 1 filed my 
nomination papers. Moreover, 
my prior knowledge of the in­
cumbent council was based 
almost entirely on media reports. 
It is only during the last few 
weeks that 1 have become 
acquainted with members of 
council by personal contact.
I want the citizens of North 
Saanich to know why I entered 
the contest. It has always been 
my contention that anyone in 
public office must concern 
himself with issues that affect the 
community and its citizens, not 
indulge in critisism of in­
dividuals.
I offer my services to the 
community as an alderman 
because I think North Saanich is 
a temendous place to live, and I 
have the time and qualifications 
to help maintain our high quality 
of life. Details of my views and 
platform are documented in iny 




1 am not voting in the Sidney 
school board election, but 
anyone interested in the process 
of democracy would be forced to 
comment on the apparent em­
phasis your paper is giving to 
Carol Grom’s opponent, Joe 
Lott.
1 refer to your article on the 
Saanich Peninsula Credit Union. 
Its J growth and progress are 
indged newsworthy.
However, it does seem 
questionable to single out one 
officer of the Credit Union for a 
large front page story and photo 
when that officer is also a can­
didate in an upcoming election.
Good luck to Carol Orom. 
Perhaps I’ll get to know more 
about her through a front page 







^ we insert 
and pay for this advertisement
We believe onr community needs the 
sincerity, the fresh ideas and the ability 
to get along with all his colleagues that
November 19th is 
TIEN BEACH HITE
at the Panorama 
Leisure Centre
Grab your air mattresses' 
frisbees, and. favourite tunes am 
come on down for a fun 
Beach Nite at the Pool. Enter ir 
our contests ... Best Knees 
Beach Bums, and more! 
Thursday,
7:30 - 9:00 p.m
Free admission to those that enter 
a contest!
MR. & MRS. R. BUDESHEIM, Wain Rd.
MR. & MRS. GRANT BALLARD, Clayton Rd, 
JIM & JOAN BEATTIE, Cloake Hill Rd.
CART. & MRS. FRED BECKET, Inwood Rd,
MR. & MRS, FRED BLANCHARD, Boas Rd, 
MR. & MRS. A. BOAS, Boas Rd.
MR. & MRS, VIC BOSMANS, Kittiwake PI. 
CDR. & MRS, GORDON COPP, Madrona Dr, 
MR. & MRS. MIKE COPPINGER, John Rd. 
MRS. LILLIAN CUMMING. Landsend Rd.
GLEN & PAT GREEN, Norris Rd.
MR, & MRS. L. HARROP. Sandover Cr,
MR. S-MRS, GEORGE HULBERT. Kedge 
Anchor Rd, ■
MR, & MRS, RON JAKIMCHUK, Ardmore Dr. 
MR, & MRS. GEORGE KIRKENDALE. Kedgo 
Anchor Rd.
JOHN & SUSAN LAPHAM, Downey Rd.: , 
CAPT. & MRS. DtDNALl) McKAY. Boas Rd,
MR, & MRS, 1.ES MOORE, Llwellyn PI,
MR, & MRS, DOUG PARKINSON, Lilllewood 
Rd,
ALD, HAROLD PARROT, Ardmore Dr.
MR, & MRS, O.B, PH ILP. McDonald Pk, Dr. 
ERIC & ANN SHERWOOD, McTavish Rd.
MRS, "SCOTTY” STARR, Clayton Rd,
MR, & MRS R.H, THOMPSON "The 
Walorboy", Madrona Dr,
MR, & MRS, CiLEN TURNBLL, Cloake Hill Rd. 
MR. & MRS, 1), WADDELL. Kittiwake PI.
MRS. SHERIDON ARMSTRONG. Landsend Rd, 
MR, & MRS. MAYNARD BLAAUW, Madrona 
Dr,
MR, & MRS. RYRON BURNS, Landsend Rd, 
MR. & MRS, HARLAND CLARK. Madrona Dr, 
ALD, & MRS. JIM CUMMING, Landsend Rd. 
MRS, ECHO EBURNE, John Rd 
MR, & MRS, VERN GOODYEAR, Cloake Hill 
: ' Rd.'? "
MR. WARREN HASTINGS, Birch Rd.
DAN & MARIL HICKEY, Forest Park Dr,
HANS & MARLENE ISDAHL, Madrona Dr. 
MRS. MAY JOHN, Blue Heron Rd,
CDR. & MRS, BILL KROEGEL. Wain Rd,
DR. & MRS, H.D, Mf'icWILLIAM, Ardmore Dr,
DR. & MRS, G,A, MAUDE, West Saanich Rd. 
MR, & MRS ROD MONTAnUE, Ardmore Dr. 
MR, & MRS. ROBERT PARKINSON. Littlewood
■,,Rd. .■■■
MRS, RUBYMAY PARROTT, Ardmore Dr;
MR. & MRS, S.J. PETTING, Chalet Rd.
MR, JOHN SEHPHERD, Ardmore Dr,
MISS DOLINA STARR, Clayton Rd,
MR. W, TODD. Mtihro Rd,
CAPT, & MRS, A.K CAMERON, Laurel Rd, * 
MRS, ANNE ULRICH, McDonald Pk, Rd.
GIL & LORENE SOELLNER. John Rd,
MRS. GEORGINA "GE0RGIE" TL:RL.ESKY, 
West Saanich Rd,
MISS r WOODWARD. West Saanich Rd,
'''
In the Nov. 4th issue of The 
Sidney Review, 1 outlined a 
scenario for the future which I 
believe realistically portrayed the 
potentially negative impact ' of 
attempting to implement 'a dual 
(parallel) public education 
system, where French-only in­
structional programs are allowed 
to supplant regular instruction in 
English.
The scenario made no 
reference to Saanich school 
district, nor should it, since 
French-only programs have only 
recently been introduced here. 
Only the future will tell whether 
or not the events depicted will 
happen here. I certainly hope 
not!
The scenario was based upon 
readily available information, my 
experiences as a teacher, 
di.scussions with associates and 
common sense observations. “A 
Guerilla War Over Bilingual 






Keep the liHilk of your spciuling money in ,tr - - - ■ ' ■
FOR MAYOR OF NORTH SAANICH
, Golnmcrce D.tily Interest S.tvings Account, 
and imnsfer inotiey to your Connnerce Chequing 
Account as you need it, 'Tlwt way, most of your 





COUNT ON THE COMMERCE.
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Learning” by Sarah Growe 
(MCLeans, Aug. 31/81) vividly 
describes many of the horrendous 
problems that have developed in 
communities when Programme 
Cadre de Francois or French 
immersion programs are in­
troduced on a widespread basis.
As to the role of the federal 
government in this scenario, I 
refer interested (and unbiased) 
readers to an article which ap­
peared in the Victoria Times- 
Colonist called “French-class 
challenge” in early November.
The Sidney Review (Nov. 11th) 
published a scathing critique of 
my article by Suzanne Watson. 
Evidently, she failed to un­
derstand that I was simply at­
tempting to describe what could 
happen — not present reality, 
perhaps that might explain why 
her letter so severely castigated 
and misrepresented my personal 
viewpoint.
It still seems that such a 
personal attack was highly un­
justified. Thankfully, however, 
we live in a community where 
such a frank exchange of views is 
permitted in the local press.
1 encourage every taxpayer to 
research this contentious issue 
fully and draw his or her own 
conclusions before voting in the 






I would like to clear up what 
appears to be a misunderstanding 
about “The Memory. Book” that 
was featured in an article in last 
week’s Review.
This is a project which will 
show no profit to members ofthe 
B.C. Chapter and no one is going 
to “make a killing” as was 
written by the anonymous wife of 
a veteran who wrote to me an 
unsigned “hate letter’/ received 
by me today. If any profit is 
made it will go to the benefit of 
•eX-POWs.' C;^ 
The writers also questioned my 
reasons for the publicity I and the 
chapter have recently had 
because of our convention. First 
let me point out that as an ex- 
POW in the British army I receive 
no compensation for being a 
POW as Canadians do. 1 am 
proud of the fact that the efforts 
1 and others make benefit 
Canadians who were POW’s,
Our convention will show a 
small profit, which will be used to 
help ex-POWs and their families 
in time of need.
There are many members of 
the B.C. Chapter who for various 
inexplicable reasons do not 
receive a Canadian POW 
compensation, but that does not 
stop them or me from trying to 








Through the column.s of your 
newspaper, Branch 37 of the 
Royal Canadian Legion would 
like to I hank everyone who 
helped make our annual poppy 
campaign a success.
To everyone who bought a 
poppy or a wreath; to all the 
offices and businesses that placed 
cans on their premises; to Sidney 
Superfoods, Safeway, the I.iquor
Store and Brentwood Super­
market for allowing space for our 
canvassers; and to the 
management and staff at the 
B.C, Ferry terminal and San- 
down Racetrack, our most 
sincere thanks for your co­
operation. Grateful thanks also 
go to the cadets, veterans and all 
others who helped with the sale.
We would also hope that 
whoever stole nine of the poppy 
cans from various locations will 
remember thdr deed with shame 
every time they see a poppy, a 
wreath, an elderly veteran, or 
hear the word “remembrance”. 
The money they stole would have 
gone to assist some needy 
veteran.
A very special thanks to Sid 
Butterick who ran the poppy 
campaign office, to Leona 
Morgan who loaned the office, 
and to everyone for their con­
tinued support each year as we 
remember those who gave their 
lives for their country and those 
who are left and need oui' help.
Truman Green, chairman 




Regarding the forthcoming 
election, 1 hope the electorate will 
do some heavy thinking before 
casting their ballots. The present 
council has gone as far as to buy 
property for the “proposed” 
change in Sidney traffic while the 
provincial government has not 
committed itself in any way.
The whole scheme is ridiculous 
and unnecessary and will be 
detrimental to many businesses. 
As well, it will further ruin our 
Sanscha Park which has already 
had bits and pieces hacked off. 
This park was intended as a 
memorial to the soldiers of 
World War 1 and, I personally 
think, has been desecrated 
enough.
As far as the suggestion 
moving Sanscha for lack
parking, does this council think 
we of Sidney are made of money? 
Why follow the senior govern­
ments and keep going forever 
more and more in debt?
The senior governments have 
more important things to tax us 
for, floods, housing and much 
more, than to support frivolous 
schemes.
Recession is staring us in the 
face, meantime everyone is 
screaming for more and more. 
Don’t forget, they have no 
money other than we give them. 1 
think in a couple of years the 
price of gas will take care of the 
parking and traffic problems 
everywhere.
Stanely [Sandy] Coward, 
2215 James White Boulevard.
Disturbed
1 was very annoyed when 
Sidney council had its regular 
meeting on Nov. 12.
It was brought up that the 
Clipper Inn Restaurant was 
refused its application for 
conversion to a neighborhood 
pub, by the Liquor Control 
Board, because it was within the 
distance of other existing liquor 
outlets.
What disturbed me was that 
Aid. Ross Martin said he 
disagreed with that decision. He 
said it was because an outlet like 
that was needed and the local 
establishments are just drinking 
barns.
We look after our premises and 
they are clean. We feel that 
remarks like this on public 
television by a responsible 
council are slander.
We hope to hear from Martin 
by return and would welcome his 
valued opinion regarding the 
steps which should be taken to 
stop the use of public television in, 
such an irresponsible manner.
Pub degraded?
As I read the Nov. 11 edition 
of the Free Press I noticed and 
take exception to your quoted 
statement identifying local 
drinking establishments as 
“barns”. What expertise do you 
have to substantiate this?
Mr. Martin, the drinking 
establishments in our community 
cater to the needs of the com­
munity; a community of which I 
am proud, and establishrhents in 
which a lot of time and money 
have been spent. I am sure that if 
the clientele were not satisfied 
there would be no business.
As you know, a good portion 
of the voters in this community 
frequent one or the other 
drinking establishments. 1 do not 
think it right that an elected 
official degrade any local 
business for whatever reason. 
Rather an alderman should show 
i leadership and a positive ap­
proach towards the community 
that supports him.
As an elected public oficial I 




Install storm windows or 
double glazing and reduce heat 
loss through glass by 50 per cent. 











feature of the week 
Baked French Onion Soup 
Salad
Steak Oscar
New York Steak topped with King Crab
Cream de Menthe Parfait 
FOR RESERVATaONS 385-2441














There is a needier a comprehensive district plan tor future water distribution.
PROTECTION
All residents deserve an adequate supply of water for fire protection. Alirehall 
is a top priority for the south end of the district.
PRESERVATION
The unique environment of this area must be conserved by controlled and 
thoughtful planning for the years ahead.
PRUDENCE
It is imperative that district needs be. scrutenized, evaluated, and analysed 













Dnn'i mins ihm (ixcnllonl workslmp on wnrcirohn planiiinq. Topics lo brj coverod Includo drossino for work, 
cns'.orics. how lo save nionny and tinin, dressing to your wloiiring, and more! Bogistration Is limited'
©
Nuvumliui 2b, 1981
7:30 - 9:30 pm 
PANORAMA lEIRURE CENTRE 
SlO.OO/Porson
New Owner - PAM BURUMA





Collectors Plates up to
Selected items
OFF on
We now carry a nice selection of Silverware — also Copper and Brass, Hummel 
Figures, Giftwares, Pendolfin Figurines and Boartrix Potter figures by
Come in and visit Syd & Fani 
and have a browse in our 
bright new premises.
Ask about our Christmas lay-avyay plan










SPORTS It beats me. o®
Six Packs solid
Labatts Six Packs won all four 
of their games in the Lower 
Vancouver Island Volleyball 
League last week with lop-sided 
scores, defeating YMCA 15-2, 
15-8 and Nboksak 15-1,15-3.- 
League-leading Khalsa (for­
merly Allenby Ford) split their 
two games with' third-place 
Hammers, 12-15 and 15-9, and
Hammers also lost two games to 
Nooksack, leaving Six Packs 
solidly in second place, three 
games behind Khalsa but five 
ahead of Hammers.
Six Packs and Khalsa played in 
the 16-team UBC invitational 
tournament over the weekend, 
with U.S. as well as Canadian 





My appointment as principal in this district has 
given me an unusual opportunity to gain 
knowledge and experience in matters related to 
the responsibilities of school trustee;
— a thorough understanding of the provincial cur­
riculum from Kindergarten through Grade 
Twelve:
— involvement in the planning, construction, and 
equipping of new schools and additions to 
schools:
i— experience in preparing annual operating 
; budgets for a large secondary school and 
J development of capital budgets for equipping 
" new schools:
- an understanding of school district organiza­
tion at the provincial and local levels:
— an appreciation of the complexity of the School 
Board function and the need for strong com­
munication lin to parents and the general
-JI it
B.C. LIONS, almost two 
decades removed from the brief 
stretch of glory which saw them 
reach the Grey Cup final in 1963 
and win the mug in 1964, may 
have finally come of age. They 
closed out schedule play this year 
with victories over Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats and Saskatchewan ^ 
Roughriders, shut off the high- 
scoring Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
in the Western Football Con­
ference semi-final and on Sunday 
were only a break away from a 
second Canadian Football 
League, championship. That’s all 
they needed to upset Edmonton 
Eskimos, and while this has been 
a season of surprises, the Lions 
figured to be handy winners over 
Ottawa Rough Riders, who will 
find out next Sunday that they 
have run out of miracles . . . the 
Lions, who lost four points when 
an official made a bad call which 
turned a touchdown into a field 
goal, lost the game because the 
Edmonton' defence shut them 
down in the second half in 
disappointingly easy fashion . . . 
former quarterback Johnny 
Unitas was forced to give up a 
job as consultant with the 
Baltimore Colts because of his 
association with a gambling 
publication which listed points 
spreads for National Football 
League games. That’s fair 
• enough it seems, but only if NFL 
commissioner Pete Rozelle can
Jimmy The Greek to be part of 
NFL telecasts . . . there really 
should be some sort of an award 
or recognition for the fan who 
felt he was duped by advertising 
which referred to the Chicago 
Bears as a professional team and 
went to court to try and recover 
the $58 it had cost him to go to a 
game ... a career may have been 
ended when Cliff Stoudt, reserve 
quarterback for the Pittsburgh 
Steelers, broke an arm while 
riding ■ a mechanical bucking 
bronco while the club was in 
Seattle earlier this month. The 
injury may not be serious but the 
Steelers may get to wondering if 
Stoudt will ever mature ... the 
acme of something or other was 
reached when a Vancouver 
headline writer came out with 
“Leos Make Fools of Bombers” 
after B.C. Lions had squeezed 
past Winnipeg in the WFC semi­
final, 15-11 . . . and then there 
was the NFC commentator who 
got to wondering about running 
back OUis Anderson of the St. 
Louis Cardinals and asked his 
broadcast-booth partner if he 
had “seen anything in Ander­
son’s running as to why he hasn’t 
had a string of 100-yard games
until last week.
* * *
MONTREAL EXPOS, on the 
basis of nation-wide interest, are 
probably the story of the year in 
Canadian sport. And that means 
there will be much interest here in 
a special Friday morning radio 
show to be heard on CFAX 
(1070) from 10 to noon. It will 
emanate from Montreal CFAX- 
sportscaster Ken Dobson has old 
friend Jim. Fanning, who is 
Slaying on as Expo manager,, as 
his guest . . ., curling’s eight- 
ender,. perhaps the most- 
overrated accomplishment in 
sports, is no rare occurrence. The 
Canadian Curling News, which 
probably didn’t get to hear about 
all of them, registered 158 last 
season . . . sports officials should 
realize that their sport is indeed in 
a bad way if the San Diego 
Chicken can attract more fans 
than their team. Anyone over age 
13; who would pay to watch 
should take stock . . . it doesn’t 
seem credible but a collector did
produce a reasonable explanation 
of why he’ allows oddsrriaker
pay more than $25,000 for one of 
those scarce Honus Wagner 
baseball cards . . . real hockey 
fans applaud the determination 
ot Western Hockey league 
president Ed Chynoweth to 
stamp out violence in his league 
. . . winger Rich Chernomaz of 
the Victoria Cougars must be 
spmething really special. At least 
that was the impression there in a 
story which said he ‘‘enjoyed 
ONE of his best night’s of the 
season” when he had three goals 
and four assists in his club’s 17th 
game ... it would be interesting 
to learn how many of the New 
York Rangers did what they were 
supposed to do when rookie 
coach Herb Brooks sent each of 
them physical fitness and con­
ditioning instructions which were 
70 pages long . . . there was a 
time, in baseball when players 
wore gloves only when they were 
in the field. Now, most of them 
wear batting gloves and out­
fielder Ricky Peters of the 
Detroit Tigers, for one, also 
wears sliding gloves. And calls 
time each time he gets on base so 
he can make the change . . . 
another sign of the times came 
when pitcher Mark Clear became 
a father for the first time. He 
disdained the traditional cigar 
and repesented each of his 
teammates with a bottle of 
champagne ... an article in the 
Nov. 7 issue of Today made the 
claim that Joe Paopao of the 
B.C. Lions is the best quar­
terback in the Western Football 
Conference. Not everyone will 
agree but we must all admit that 
the author was right on when he 
penned ‘‘The roots of Paopap 
extend to Hawaii, where he was 
born.”
* * *
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS 
have a number of problems but 
selling tickets to their games isn’t 
one of them. There’s a 15 to, 20- 
year wait for fans seeking one of 
the 7,200 highest priced seats arid 
season-ticket subscribers con­
tinue to make provisions in their 
wills for their tickets. Comedian 
Johnny Wayne, for instance, got 
his season tickets in his grand­
father’s will . . . other Toronto 
sports fans, also starved for
victory, are just as loyal. The 
Argos sold almost 30,000 season 
tickets this season and baseball’s 
Blue Jays had about 8,000 
subscribers . . . bad weather has 
almost certainly ended hopes of a 
$200,000 daily mutuel average 
for the Sandown thoroughbred 
meeting. It was $177,454 for the 
first 16 days and will probably 
wind up at about $180,000 . . . 
defenceman Rod Langway of 
Montreal Canadiens and forward 
John Ogrodnick of the Detroit 
Red Wings were voted the most 
underated players in the NHL by 
the 11 general-managers polled 
by hockey writer Bill Houston. 
The same group rated Detroit- 
forward Dale McCourt and 
Pittsburgh-defenceman Randy 
Carlyle as the most overrated 
players . . . it’s difficult to 
believe tliat it will affect many of 
us but Howie Meeker did say 
about Dave Keon that “he’s 41 
years old and if he can play in this 
league then all of us are in 
trouble.” It was another 
reminder that the fellow who 
once was outstanding as a hockey 
commentator gets more strident 
and less credible with the passing 
of time ... the report that a 
Coquitlam couple is going to 
court to try and force the minor 
hockey association to allow a six- 
year-old daughter to play makes 
one wish some parent would go 
to court to get a boy into a girls’ 
league ... a Hockey News story 
which suggested that 21-year-old 
Swedish defenceman Lars 
Eldebrink might have trouble 
becoming a regular with the 
Vancouver Canucks because they 
have ‘‘eight full-fledged 
defencemen with NHL 
credentials” surprised fans in 
these parts.; Their feelings are 
that the Canucks have never had 
as many as three defencemen 
with NHL credentials ... 
Winnipeg’s Reyn Davis may 
know his hockey but he’s a bit 
loose with his geography. He 
recently informed liis readers that 
goalkeeper Ed Staniowski is “an 
off-seasdn farmer in nearby 
Saskatchewan.” . . . happiness, 
says Arkansas football-coach 
Lou Holtz,“is nothing more 
than a poor memory.”
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ALDERMAN -1 year term
GRAIN
CARRYING A FULL LINE OF
Surrey Co-op
BAGGED & BULK FEEDS
Washington Alfalfa, 
Tiniothy, Local Hay and Straw
— Bale —- Ton or Load
XhebliPeaux
- ' ............... . .......
X TEBBELL
WICKSTBOM
High wind and driving rain 
made playing conditions on the 
soccer field very unpleasant on 
Saturday but didn’t stop 
Peninsula Steelers from playing a 
controlled and well-organized 
game as they outscored Prospect 
Lake Greyliners 5-1 in a division 
6B contest.
Dennis Cronk scored three gols 
for Steelers and David Doyle and 
Drew Campbell one each.
In division 7B Peninsula Top 
Cats beat Gorge Canadians 2-1 as 
James Brambcll and Warren 
Blander scored their first goals of 
the season.
The defense played so well that 
Top Cats goalie didn’t have to 
liandlc the ball in the second half.
Wildcats, in division 10 East, 
came from behind to earn a 1-1 
lie with Cordova Bay Jets. 
Tliomas Petzing got the goal, in 
(lie second half. <
Peninsula Tornados sun'ered 
their first defeat in division 8 
soulli, and it was a disaster, witli 
Gorge Buccaneers scoring six 
goals in spile of good goaltending 
by Dean Henderson in the first 
lialf and Daryl Lttw.s in tlie 
second.
David Birdsall scored Tor­
nados’ only goal on a penally 
shot.
UPHOLSTERY
Rosidtintial & Commercial 
All typos of homo furniture.
20% off
all upholstory mnlorial
unlil OoconitKir 31 &t.
FREE in home 
ESTIMATES
1835 John Rd. Pb. 656-9252
YOUR VOTE COUNTS 
- CLIP AND SAVE -
r>.' ■
i
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TO CELEBRATE, WE OFFER YOU
UP TO
55% off
Mo Turner in valiant but futile effort against B division 
winning Norm Dressier rink. Tom Cronk Photo
Freight fills net
Sidney Freight continued to fill 
the net with pucks in Sidney 
Men’s Hockey games last week, 
swamping Peninsula Merchants 
9-1 on Wednesday, with eight 
players sharing in the scoring. 
Keri Lewis got two.
Weatherguard defeated Rebels 
3-1 in the other Wednesday 
game. On Friday Merchants were 
on the short end again, losing to 
Rebels 7-1. G. Bridge scored four 
goals for Rebels.
Sidney's Wayne Parlby proudly wears bronze medal won 
during recent figure skating competition. Tom Cronk Photo
Bronze medal
for Wayne
The Peninsula Minor Hockey 
dance on Nov. 14 was a great 
success.
In exhibition and rep games 
peninsula teams are holding their 
own. Prep rep, sponsored by 
H.C. Plumbing, played Duncan, 
losing 11-1, beat Oak Bay 9-1 and 
lost to Nanaimo 6-0 in a good 
game despite the score.
In house Prep games Bob 
Whyte Marina lost 5-3 to Legion, 
and Central Saanich Fire and 
Police Dept, beat Sidney Lions 9- 
2. Prep B are planning-some 
exhibition games in a few weeks.
Pee Wee rep, sponsored by 
Philbrook Boat Yard, tied 
Duncan 3-3 and defeated Sooke 
11-2.
Bantam rep, sponsored by 
Tidman Construction, lost 6-5 to 
Racquet Club, tied Nanaimo 5-5 
and defeated Victoria-Esquimalt 
6-4.
Sidney Tire managed only one 
tie in three close games with 
outside teams, losing 5-4 to Juan 
de Fuca No. 2, tying Victoria 
Esquimalt No. 1 at 5-5, and again 
falling short by one goal in an 8-7 
loss to Saanich No. 2.
Three skaters from the 
Peninsula Figure Skating Club 
recently competed in the Van­
couver Island regional cham­
pionships held in Victoria.
Wayne Parlby, 10237 5th St., 
Sidney, placed second in figures 
and third in free skating in the 
pre-juvenile class (10 and under), 
winning the bronze rriedal for 
third place overall. He is 10 years 
old.
Barbara Coldwell, 9316 
Lochside Drive, Sidney, finished 
fifth in the semi-finals, and 
Sandra Paters, 8093 Alec Road, 
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Ardmore Golf Club held its 
annual banquet Nov. 7 at the 
Royal Canadian Legion Hall, j 
Following the dinner and a short 
program, trophies for the year’s 
events were pre.sentcd:
Ladies’ division: Winner round 
robin, Ethel Williams. Spring 
cup, A division, Irene Clarke; 
runner up. Rose Creak. B 
division, .land Webb; runner up, 
Dorothy Dunlop. Spring plate, 
Erma larler; runner up, Dorothy 
Dunlop. .L.l. White, Joyce 
Marshall; runner up, Shirley 
Hayes. Nine-hole J.J. White, 
Edna Jolly; runner uf), Daphne 
Pearkes. Margaret Rose tropliy, 
Shirley Hayes.
Club champion; roinmy 
Elmslcy; runner up, Mildred 
Ttipper. Silver plate, Irene 
Clarke; runner up, Ellen 
Robinson. Copper plate, 
Margaret Speers; runner up. Kay 
Murphy. Nine-hole club 
champion, Daphne I’earkes;
runner up, Mabel Slow,
Cl.,CiA lsobcl Valentine: chain 
and guard, Audrey Benii. CI.GA 
business girls, IMiyliss Masson; 
secontl Jean Rowhottom. CLGA
nine-hole, Mab Bacon; 
Erma Larter. Par cup, 
Elmslcy. Par bowl, 
Emmerson. Taylor 









NOW AT 3rd & BEACON
COME m & SEE US
^otilahan’s
Wool boutique
SAVE ON PRESENTS THIS YEAR!
Men’s division: Gamble cup, 
Wilf Doan. Du Temple cup. Art 
Rowbottom and Spud Murphy, 
Midsummer medal, Greg Bart­
lett. Spring cup, Ron Treleaven. 
Green Hayc button, George 
Kurtz. Stewart trophy, Ed 
Masson. Fall cup. Jack Elmslcy. 
Club champion, Ron Treleaven; 
runner up, Fred Cameron.
Register Now for Christmas Crafts 
4 week classes starting Nov. 16 & 19th
2473 Beacon Ave.
(Corner 3r(i& Beacon) Phone 656-4533
Mi.xcd competition: Spring 
cup, Ethel Williams and Ted 
Clarke. Fred Bertouchc trophy, 
Phyllis Masson and Ron 
Treleaven, Barr cup, Phyli.ss and 
Ed Masson. Fall cup, Pliyliss 
Masson and Bill Larter. Winter 
ininer, Tommy Elmslcy and 
George I'cttrkcs. Field Day, 
ladies’ longest drive, Mary 
Loveless; men’s longest drive, 
Ted Watson, Pitch and i)ult, 










A Woodnilsor in your fireplace is
. . . EFFICIENT
*Soal8 oil the open liroplaco, , . koops warm air in your room where it Poionfls 
‘Heats up to 1500 square loot quiotiy anti ollicoiitly hy air convoctioii. You may 
only neod your convonlional lioallnq system on ilio coltlesl days!
...ECONOMICAL
‘Uses our rrioal readily available ronowablo rosoiirco wood • to help you beat 
Iho hlQh cost ol heal,
‘Control's air (low lo Iho (ire, Coiitrollotl burning moans wood lasts lonq^g,
. . . ATTRACTIVE
‘Featuring ornamental metal screening, Woodmiaor's appearance Is designed 
to blend wilh any decor,
From Heat Loss to Heat Source with
NOW OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 









ALL OTHER IN-STORE FRAMES REDUCED 
i0% UNTIL NOVEMBER 21





705 Coldstream Ave., Langford 
9775 - 4th St., Sidney 
159 Trunk Rd., Duncan
Victoria Computer
Workshop AssocMns
3870 GORDON HEAD ROAD, VICTORIA
A COiFOTER ACCOyRTISiO
: coyRSE ^ ^ ^
»An introduction to the care, handling and use ot an Apple II computer system*
•A practical approach to setting up and managing e.computer-based;general 
ledger system. , . ■
project that inyolvesjhe creation and maintenarice: of a company’s general
ledger on a computer.
TIME: 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. - 4 evenings 
DATE: Nov. 23, Nov. 30, Dec. 7, Dec. 14 
PLACE: Oak Bay Senior High School 
2151 Cranmore Road 
Victoria, B.C.
NOTE:
The workshop is open to any person who has a thorough 
knowledge ol general ledger systems.
Preregistration is necessary as enrolment is limited. 
Cost $190.00






When I docidod to run as a candidato for school truslee in 
Sidney, my chief concerns woro the strengthening of the tiasic 
programs in the Elementary Schools and tho tinancial implica­
tions ot the school building plans ol the Saanich Board.
issue,
I have aiready expressed my conoorns over the segregation of 
students, the division ol parents, and tho political overtones 
associated with it.
The matter ot cost is generally brushed aside by Frencli Immer­
sion supporters with some statement about Federal grants. (I 
personally feel that Federal money comes just as directly from 
taxpayers pockets as do provincial or municipal funds,)
However, with information oblained trom administrators in this 
district, I find that Ihcro is subsianlial additional cost to Saanich 
taxpayers, French language classes are generating costs that 
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Gifted children bu§y^ happy
FOR
GOOD GARDENING 
ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 
ON CFAX RADIO 1070
Enrichment programs for 
gifted children were already 
underway in Saanich, school 
board trustees were told at a Nov. 
9 meeting.
Increasingly in the school 
district there has been a demand 
for enrichment programs for 
children who take ordinary 
curriculum work in their stride 
and still have a learning potential 
which is not satisfied.
Board comittees have been 
looking into the problem which is 
regarded as being just as im­
portant as special programs for 
children who are handicapped 
mentally or physically and who 
demand special attention from 
teachers.
On Nov. 9 a delegation from 
the enrichment committee of the 
Keating Home and School 
Association heard a report 
presented by assistant school 
superintendent Janet Mort and 
district staff person Susan 
McRae.
The report, which was sup­
plemented by a slide show, said
Six of the district schools giving 
enriched programs, were visited 
by two district staffers who 
found that such subjects as 
creative writing, listening 
programs for literature, shared 
book experience programs and 
enriched art and music schedules 
kept the gifted children busy, 
mentally alert and happy.
Field trips planned by 
youngsters who recorded their 
experience in various ways, 
display centres, work in com­
puter literacy and on word
processors, was provided for 
students who were ahead of their 
fellows in learning potential.
Extra language programs, 
including Latin and some 
Chinese, were provided for 
youngsters who received tuition 
in leadership techniques, drama 
at various levels and creative 
dancing.
Representing the Keating Road 
group, Mrs. Patricia Schweitzer 
said there was concern about 










Bring a businesslike approach 
to municipal affairs
more must be done, to keep property taxes
_ Husqvarna
The Chain Saw Professionals.
SMOOTH, POWERFUL, LIGHT AND QUIET
from $171.00
ON SALE





TUNE UPS ~ REPAIRS - SHARPENING
OPEN MON. TO SAT.
10134 McDonald Park Rd. ^56“77L4
At Monday’s North Saanich 
council meeting Mayor Eric 
Sherwood read from a copy of an 
advertising sheet published by 
aldermanic candidate Trevor 
Davis (see story on page 2) stating 
that “in my view that’s a lie’’ and 
suggesting that council should 
take some action.
Cornford, Parrott and Rangel 
made comments supporting the 
mayor’s view, with Cornford also 
calling part of Davis’ statement
“a lie’’, but no one made a 
motion and the matter was 
dropped. Davis was not present.
Sherwood had earlier read to 
the council a prepared statement 
that “the motion of censure on 
Aug. 26 against Alderman 
Bingham was not intended to 
imply and should not be con­
strued as implying any 
dishonesty, deception, fraud or 
unethical conduct.
down. This will be a key priority for me.
charlotte powell
heaullftil fiandwoveii gifts
North Saanich is a priceless 
o rural community."
will work to ensure- 
that al! development is in har­
mony with if s ru ral 
characteristics.
rugs, wall hangings 
cheneille towels 
afghans, ponchos, jackets 
placemats, table runners
the workshop is located at 9867 - 5th st., 
just a block north of beacon ave. 
watch for the sign and follow the gravel 
pathway thru the garden...
hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. tues. thru Saturday
or by appointment 656-319T <
Chabot urged 
to reject
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel 
has requested James Chabot, 
minister of lands, parks and 
housing, disapprove any. ap­
plication for a foreshore lease at 
Hatch Point — close proximity to 
the ecological reserve at Patey 
Rock and shellfish beds at. 
Boatswain’s Bank make it a 
potential hazard, Rangel pointed 
out in a Nov. 10 letter to Chabot.
Chevron Canada has applied
for a foreshore lease which would 
allow it to conduct barge 
operations, loading and 
unloading petroleum products.
Rangel says that in view of the 
ministry’s decision to designate 
Patey Rock an ecological reserve 
“it appears totally inappropriate 
to permit hazarous operation at 
Hatch Point”, which he describes 











TO THE RESIDENTS 
OF NORTH SAANICH





$3,00 tor adults $1.00 tor children
ritifdfhh nii)‘.t Ilf ,i( ( fKiip.iniPd hy .m .KtiiH
Dr. Lotta Hitschmanova, 
founder and executive director of 
use Canada, will report on her 
annual world tour of current 
projects when she 
students Nov. 25 
school.
After lunching in the school 
cafeteria, Hitschmanova will 
address members of the Sidney 
Save The Children group at 1:30 
p.m. in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall on 4th Street. She will be 
accompanied by Mrs. Jeanne 
Cousineau, head of the USC 
foster parent section.
On 21 November, you will make an important decision; you will elect your 
mayor. Many considerations will determine your choice; the candidate’s past 
achievements, the policies he will work for in the future, and the performance of 
the candidate himself,
' It is not my intention here to restate the many projects wilh which I have been 
associated. The record, I believe, speaks lor itself over the years of service at the 
Muhicipal, Regional and Federal levels and from participatin in local social service 
activities,
By nature and iivall tasks which, I have undertaken, my attitude has been 
positive — rather than negative, It is easy to be “againsl" some project or ques­
tion which concerns the eloctorale, It is more dittioiill, but infinitely rnore impor­
tant, to be ‘'positive” ~ to work with individuals and groups In achieving that 
which is desirable and good tor the communlly, Headlines and short statements to 
radio and television attract attention for Iho moment: but it is the steady, persis­
tent,;day-lo-ctny work and attention to detail which succeed In tho final result.
I believe public service carries a great responsibility and requires the total 
energy ol the individual wlio Is elected. With your approval and support, it Is my 
pledge to continue to work on behall ot all residents ot North Saanich regardless 
ot their political alliliation.

















IS PlEASBD TO ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OF HIS
LAW OFFICE












The decision by Saanich to 
build a future recreation centre 
adjacent to the gymnasium of 
Royal Oak school was seen as a 
substantial victory for Saanich 
school board by chairman Gerry 
Kristianson at a Nov. 9 meeting.
The joint school planning 
committee considered a report 
from its parks and recreation 
district, said a letter from the 
municipality, which urged that 
the centre and the school be 
adjacent to accommodate 
maximum use by both school and
area residents.
The location would eliminate 
the need for inclusion of a new 
gymnasium in the centre and may 
also remove the need to purchase 
a property adjacent to the school 
parking area.
It also opened other 
possibilities including the 
potential for some type of 
acquatic facility.
“We should thank the 
municipality of Saanich,” said 
trustee Rubymay Parrott.; “This 
is a lighthouse move and it’s the 
way these things should be done.
More teachers 
for French immersion
Parents from Greenglade 
Parent Liaison Association, the 
RCMP and representatives from 
the provincial department of 
highways will get together and 
figure'out a way to keep school 
children from danger at the 
Weiler overpass and the Pat Bay 
Highway.
In a letter to Saanich school 
board, Bonnie Braithwaite, 
representing the parents’ com­
mittee, said the board’s 
suggestion of a wire fence on the 
divider would not be totally 
effective.
“Our concern is that our
students are walking alongside of 
an unprotected exit from a major 
highway on the west and on the 
east the same. The students on 
the east come down on the 
overpass and enter on to the 
highway. We believe this to be a 
dangerous situation,” the letter 
said.
The RCMP have recom­
mended that wire fences be 
erected on the east and west sides 
of the highway.
“This must be resolved,” said 
trustee Roy Hyndman. ‘ ‘We 
must get these parties together 
and work it out.”
Although, the bj'ov. 9 crowded 
Saanich schodl=^board meeting 
included several who oppose 
French immersion, the subject 
got only a passing nod in the 
agerida.
A draft proposal for French 
imrnersion programming for 
1982-84 showed projected in­
creases in the demand for the 
program would mean 15 teacjhers 
would be required by 1984. /
^ T^ proposal,; described by 
trustee Rubymay Parrott as a 
“guesstimate” also indicated an 
additional teaching space would 
be needed.
At the present time seven
teachers are handling the district 
program.
A three-part motion provided 
for a district survey to determine 
the number of stdents who plan 
to enroll in the program in 
September, 1982, based on the 
assumption that one of the 
kindergartens will be Ideated in 
Cordova Bay School ,
It also ordered a district survey 
to determine how many students 
can be expected in grades 1 
through 3 in 1982 and directed 
that talks be held witb parents in 
Cordova Bay regarding a 






PLUS waver or 13.9% approved financing.
HURRY! These 
price roBIback 
savings are good 
only thru Nov. ...
“Now more than every Massey makes sense.”
IRON HOiiSE EQUIPMENT
4650 Island Hwy. (4 mi, south of Duncan)
748-2809 Open 6 days




Now you can got the 
power ii> make financial 
Iransaclions 24 liours a day, 
every day including holidays, 
and you don't have lo wail in lin(^
You can do your money Iransat lions day or night,,. 
whenever it's coiwenienl lor you!
/• willidrawcash • transfer l)elw(‘en a( counts
• make deprrsiis • make air ouni Italance
• make loan payments Imgiiries
Come in today and gel 24 hour teller |)f)wer.
saanich peninsula 
savings cradit union
H Sidney's only 24 hour Automated leller
H 2297 Heacrm Avemie, t»5le 1116
OMiOL MOM
At 35, Carol Orom packs a Punch for Education. She is 
energetic and looks to a bright future for Education in Sidney.
She thinks Sidney has solid education foundations for our 
children, but there can always be enrichments made to cur­
riculum.
Carol thinks that by capitalizing on children’s natural joy for 
learning, education can become a stimulating and creative ex­
perience for students.
She thinks that approachable trustees guarantee parents an 
involvement in education.
Carol Crom’s Primary Concern is Quality 
Education for Our Children.
EKPEmENCE
•ALDERMAN, Town of Sidney, three years
•TRUSTEE & CHAIRMAN, School Board, Prince George, four years
•MEMBER Sidney Water Board
•MEMBER Peninsula Water Commission
•CHAIRMAN Sidney Board of Variance





Election SATUHOAY NOVEP^BER 21
I have always been an interested, and active, 
participant in CIVIC AFFAIRS.




DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Prices Effective: MomeofsuPEFi 
WED., THURS., FR!. & SAT. Across from Sidney Hotel






























Raisins 2% ... . . . . .. . ...
CARDEN














Tomato Paste Olio-,. ,, 2/1
FROZEN GR. ‘U’
YOUNG
TyRKEY 8-16 lb. . : .
FROZEN CUT UR
fMING : • 
GHIOKEN





























DETAILS ON DISPLAY 
IN OUR STORE
Starting N&xt Week 7il Christmas
CARNATION





Tea Bags 146... ..
$299
SHACKERY














BYE THE SEA CHUNK






Honey ug ., ......
8UNBRITE
Bleach iesk . ...
FRESHHD,l


















Coffee :i lb. Ii.......
PERK IRERN DICERTIVE
Csokics..
MiUREN RWEET MIRER .
Pickles Eiiir. .
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By SARAH BONNER 
We are pleased to congratulate 
Cathy Gilbert, Heather Gill and 
Janine Norgaard who have been 
chosen to represent Stelly’s at a 
Modd United Nations Meeting 
Assembly. Our team will be 
representing the United States at 
various seminars this week..
aThe first dance at Stelly’s on 
Nov. 10 went off well in the eyes 
of both staff and students. The 
theme was the ’60s with Denny’s 
Canned Music supplying the 
tunes. Most of the 170 students 
and staff dressed up in the theme.
•Everyone got a chance 
yesterday to make a new 
beginning on their courses. 
Tuesday was the first day of our 
second quarter as well as issue of 
the first report card. Now that 
the beginning of the year is over, 
staff and students are getting
Nutrition seminar
Cost of two nutrition seminars 
to be held Nov. 22 and 29 at 
Central Saanich Municipal Hall 
is $5 nor $15 as previously stated 
in an article in these pages last
week. Seminars run 7:30 - 9:30 
p.m. and will be led by two 
nutrition teachers — Ivy 
Cameron and Mary McCay. For 
more information call 652-4444.
back to the same old grind.
•Stelly’s swim team and club 
has started up for the new season. 
Coach Dawn Bowman is getting 
them in shape for all the up­
coming meets. We would like to 
contratulate the junior boys 
rugby team for their “out­
standing ability’’. We know that 
they have the ability but they just 
haven’t been able to find it. Two 
coaches who have a lot of 
patience are John Wenman and 
Wayne Hunter. Dick Guenther is 
team captain.
•This Saturday will be the 
premier showing at Stelly’s of the 
movie The Black Hole. It starts at 
2 p.m. and admission is $1.25. 
Everyone is most welcome to 
attend. Parents bring your kids, 
. kids bring your parents, or just 
come alone. Don’t miss it!
Peninsula People
A 500 card party held in 
Central Saanich Lion’s Hall Nov.
4 by the South Saanich Womens’ 
Institute to raise money for the 
Canadian Mental Health 
Association Christmas program 
was successful. The SSWI„ 
donated food, prizes, etc., and all 
money taken in was sent to the 
CMHA for the purchase of gifts 
for the mentally handicapped.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lamont 
returned to their home at 
Summergate Village last week 
after an enjoyable holiday in the 
south which included a Carib­
bean Cruise followed by IVz 
weeks of visiting many places of 
interest in Florida.
Mr.; and Mrs. R. ButeiiUer 
haye left for their ^inter home in ' 
Hemetj California. During their 
absence Mr. BputeilliCT’s nephew 
and wife, i Mr^ and Mrs: Glen
Thomson, will be in residence in 
the Bouteillier home on Cultra 
Avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. George Doney, 
Larkvale Drive, returned from a 
short holiday recently. They took 
in the bull sale at Kamloops and 
then travelled to Armstrong 
where they were overnight guests 
of their friends, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charlie Allen, former Saanichton 
residents.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Farrell, Lark- 
vale , Drive, enjoyed a visit 
recently from friends Mrs. M. 
Larson, Enderby, and her 
daughter, Mrs. W. Cost, of 
Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Wills, 
Weiler Avenue, enjoyed a visit 
from their daughter arid gran­
dson, iM H. Watson, and 






•Two year member and present Chairman of the Board ot
Variance for the District of North Saanich
•Member on the executive of Sidney ■ North Saanich Little
League
•Umpire and Chief of Sidney-North Saanich Little League
BACKGROUND
•Born and educated in Edmonton 
•Married - one son 
•27 year resident of B.C.
•Qualified Accounts Auditor 
•Semi-retired businessman 
•Experienced on a town planning committee 
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Honest, Open, Approachable, 
Fairminded with solid integrity
F®r
Sidney Demrat@r^s




of your wallcoverings purchas­
ed in our store.
We reserve the right to limit this oiler 
Preparation work is not inciurted









^‘Anyone can talk about it, MARTIN gets things done. To get it 
done,
¥9TE1MWV
HONEST - OPEN - APPROACHABLE - FAIRMINDED - SOUD INTEGRITY 
- A Strong Voice - A Positive Approach




FOUR DAY 50th ANNIVERSARY SALE





An easy, inexpensive, 
durable sheeting ol lire 
resistant gypsutn with; • '
-a surface that's ideal 
lot painting, papering 
or applying stucco,
AxBxVz Sheets Reg, $d 95 SALE»4.59
FLOOR COVERINGS
ARMSTRONG
CANDIDE .....___ ........ ;sq
mNY SPECIALS IN THE STORE 
ON UNO & CARPETING
ALL ROLL ENDS 
IN STOCK V . . ..
:^.uPTo 5d%
24 oz. BERBER 




#120 Latex Flat Reg. $17.95 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
#341 Latex Flat Enamel Reg, $21.95.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
#1450 Scrubbable Latex Enamel Reg. $20.75 . . . . . . . . . . . .






ALL XMAS LIGHTS SETS IN STOCK AT 1980 PRICES
25 Light Econo El. Sol....................................................................................... ................ . .'10.49
25 Light Outdoor Sot .................................................................... ............................. ......... '11.T5
35 Light Santa Llto«........................................................................................... ...................*4.49
20 Light Santa Litas...................................................... ...................................................... '2.55
BIFOLD DOOR SPECIALS
1’6’’x6’8'' Rotary Mahogany Reg, $23.69......
2'0"x6’8’' Rotary Mahogany Reg $27.04 ......
4’0’’x6’8'’ Rotary Mahogany Reg, $52.98. . . . . . . . . .
I‘x6* Full Louvrod Mahogany Reg. $45.13. . . . . . . .
2*x6* Full Louvrod Mahogany Reg, $56,19. . . . . . . .
I®x6* Hall Louvrod Mahogany Reg, $51.52 ..,.. 
2’6'’x6’8'’ Half Louvrod Mahogany Reg. $65.21 . 
3'0“x6’8’' Half Louvrod Mahogany Reg. $71,49 . 
4'0’'x6'8’’ Half Louvrod Mahogany Reg. $115,25 












1x5 FlalJamb tor Bilold Doors.
Pallorn 3000 Door & Window Casing 
Pallorn 3118 & 3120 Base
10% OFF REGULAR RETAIL
SUSPENDED CEILING SYSTEM
1211, MllflT«H Reg, $3.10 n.», ........................... . .......................................
r||I.X.I««niH),II 08 0,1 ................................ .
Sl(,X.T«iitH(!il,Mciii ................ ............. .. ...................... . .................... .
It)' W»llMiiHldlngileQ, tt.Si m,, .......... . . . .. ... . . ...... . . . . . . .
4«8 LAY IN PANELS
PUInWhlUHPfl. W .............. ,............... ........................
Sonnlldi Elchml Ihia, $3 8? im, .................................................................
fliiutni Meg $J ?8im ................,,,,,,..............................................
STAPLE ON t2>l2 "CIIARLIS" WHITE CEILING TILE 










Horn Mt, (luilrlill'i. nutBtiiiding Milw.hnn p( ptif 
ilniiihitrl piincllinfi, groil viiun lor your noinit and 
pncklll 1)11015. <l'»li' (1111015,
"NIHPKISH CrnAR"
I'tfg $16 20 ,,,,, ,tALE'lS.44 
"HACIENIIA STUCCO"






nog $7 1,6.............. lALI'O.TA
"CllLTUnf.0 OAK"




liiig Slilb ,,,,,,SAU'U.04 
"PINE COIONIAI."
■fniu $t.Mi(i SALE'L0.7S
"I'ANCY fiinCH" (Rnl WnadI 
H»fl .......... SALE'20.69
TOOL SPECIALS
24 Dliwti Pirti Cthlnil Ihtii tt(i H!i ................... . ................................. . .
LUrKIH TAPE MEASURES
..'13.39
YII.15loioointH) smfifj.............................................................. . ......... ........... ....SALE >8.50
Yogiiiorwilihig Jio.'h............. . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SALE'5.25
Y52fi fi rtiBI linn $4 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ . ................ . .. . ......... . ......... SALI'2,15
FITE SETS ConilMi oU 111*10(81 H'r O:)..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... SALE'7.85
SllpJolnlPll*r»H28Hr;f) $4 7(1....... . . .. ......... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ ................. . SALE'2.50
Slip Jpinl Pll»tl H2II fliig $6 DO .......... . ...................... ......... . . ......... SALE *3.00
PlumbHimiMrJOoF. ling ........ ........... . ........... . ................ . .........
STANLEY LEVELS WITH TOP READING VIAL
..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SALE >15.95
24" Mpdiil 42-241 Reg, $34,4(1..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... ........... ....SALE *32.35
211" Mnd*! 42-2111 ling, $.18 on .... ...................... . . ................................. . . .................. SALE *27,50
NIchPlion 2A' 11 Polnl Siw llini $0 76....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ALL DUALITY FllCORD TOOLS IN STOCK At SPECIAL SAVINGS.
Juil in ilm* Int Xm**, Mmll*ii Supply lO Shop Eiily.
.................... IALE'7.80
BlMk Pistil Mliitil 02‘70 ling $i'R -Ih............... . ........................ . ........... .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SALE'23.95
RIlirkPlifiiMndnl 0110 ting $?'7 .Id............... ,,,...................... .........
dicli Ptli\*MoiHIO»l1h() $Ci8,:i$......... ................................... . 5ALI'S7.50
JMnini Pitfi* M#d«l07 ling $07 lii......... ......... . ..................................... ......... . ..lAlE'Ol.SS
SmwrthPliniModil03ling IWt i’ll... ... ......... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . . .5ALI<45.55 '
«"Vi»«rim $iir; -ri,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . .SAlE'liJ.GV
»"Vll»l1no $160(16,,.,........... ............. . ........................ . ......... . ...  . ................. SALE'117.35
WnodttniVU«Rng $67 ......... ................................. . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, ....... SALE'41.90
Butler Brothers - Keating Industrial Park
SECOND SECTION
The Sidney Review The Waddling Dog Inn
.Patricia Bay Highway - Reservations 652-1146
Wednesday, November 18,1981
If you love fine materials and natural fibres visit the charming cedar shingle house at 9867r 
5th Street, Sidney, where Charlotte Powell [pictured above] weaves and dyes and spins 










Scattered articles of clothing 
and some human remains were 
found during a four-day search 
of an area of Tsawout Indian 
Reserve in Central Saanich last 
week, but at press time Sidney ; 
RCMP had no positive iden­
tification that the remains were 
those of Elmer Joe, 7691 Central 
Saanich Road, for whom they , 
/Were searching.'-;
^ man had be^=>
gone from his home for six 
weeks, but was nor reported 
missing until last week.
Police, with a tracking dog and 
80 Indian volunteers, searched a 
four-acre area he was known to 
frequent. They said Monday no 
positive identification of the 
remains had been made and that 
the RCMP crime detection lab 
and the provincial coroner’s lab 
in Vancouver were participating 
in the continuing investigation.
The RCMP are responsible for 
policing on Indian reserves even 
though they are within 






with penny, nickel, dime & quarter pinches
li : 
!'.. '■
BRING YOUR LIST TO:
Roval Bank of Canada
11B3''Vordler Avo. cco -I-I TO
BRENTWOOD BAY D04“l I TO
(Mom & Dad — ihoro are actually more than 15 mistakes)
Do you have a craft or hobby 
which you would like to turn into 
Christmas cash while at the same 
time a.ssisting the Peninsula 
Community Association to 
continue its dedicated service to 
the peninsula? Last year a 
fantastic array of goods was 
displayed for sale at the first fair 
and this year a repeat per­
formance is scheduled for Dec, 5 
—• just in time for patrohs to pick 
up those unusual and useful 
Christmas gifts that haven’t been 
found cKscwhcrc, says PCA 
volunteer coordinator Marjorie 
Dcnroche.
Requests for tables arc now 
coming in to the association 
office at 656-0134. Can we count 
you in also? How about a stall of 
jolly gingerbread men at a price 
children can afford or maybe you 
make the best cabbage rolls in the 
ixininsula.
Herns that can be frozen for 
use during the busy Christmas 
sca.son or handwork would be a 
welcome addition to other of­
ferings which include wooden 
toys, pottery, cuddly stuffed 
toys, and other handcrafts.
White elephant items are also 
requested from anyone in the 
community wishing to contribute 
useful items. Drop-ofLs will be 
accepted at the PCA office .at 
9788-2nd Street or pick-ups can 
he arranged, proceeds from this 
sale will greatly assist the 
association to coruinuc its in­




Didn’t Authorize or 
Pay for This Ad
It was paid for by a group of people 
who believe her service to School 
District #63 deserved recognition and 
support by North Saanich voters.
Why do we support
her?
®Rubymay Parrott has helped make Saanich one of British Columbia’s leading 
school districts. As a trustee for 14 years and board chairman for 5, she is 
rightly known as ‘‘Mrs. Education” in Saanich. Rubymay has never com­
promise in her fight for quality education for our young people:;;^^^ a
©Rubymay Parrott has been recoeized by 1rustees;acrbss: theprqw 
tdugh' fighter for better educatibn ton every chii9"tSHa:w^ 
the British Coiurhbia Sehdpl Trusitees': Aseclation becesa 
know that when Rubymay talks, the provincial governmeht listens.
©Rubymay Parrott has /been chosen by Irustees across Canada as their 





BS but most of all
Our kids need her.
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:
Heather Crampton Esther Galbraith Carol Orom John Betts Marilyn Loveless
School board candidates line-up
• ■
Heather C ram pto n
Candidate for Saanich school 
; board, Heather Crampton, 40, 
married and mother of two, is a 
naturalist with the Victoria 
school board and responsible for 
the and
development of all outdoor 
education programs for students 
in that school district.
Crampton, 6120 Central 
Saanich Road, says she’s running 
; fOr office because she feels she 
qan make an “active, positive 
contribution” to children on the 
peninsula. Currently^ she puts 
i sonie Of her enegies as a parent 
yoluriteer intO ,tvyo schbOls her 
children attend.
She regrets the top issue in 
school board elections is the 
French immersion program. 
“I’ve been told for more than a 
year that the issue would be 
^French imrnersiorij’’ she says.
; “One is being forced into a 
icornef — arid there are 6,000 
other children out there who have 
needs and concerns beside French 
immersion.”
She frankly favors the program 
although her own children are in 
English programs. They were too 
old to enter French immersion in 
Saanich school district and would 
have had to attend Victoria 
schools to take immersion 
classes. Crampton said her family 
had “chosen a way of life on the 
Saanich Peninsula” ■ and 
therefore to keep her youngsters 
in Saanich school district.
She says she supports the right 
of parents to have their children 
In the immersion program as long 
as there is sufficient staff and 
funding, As well, Crampton says 
she would, if elected, encourage 
those “articulate and energetic” 
people on the other side—those 
opposed to the immersion 
program — to “express to me 
their special needs, I would listen 
to what they have to say,”
Crampton says she has some 
concerns and lists them as 
follows:
®The future of Mount Newton 
school. It’s isolated, like a castle 
surrounded by a moat, she says.
It has poor grounds and poor 
facilities. She’d like to take an 
active part in formulating the 
future of the school.
®Programming. Crampton 
says she’s identified some areas 
of concern and would like to see 
more enriched programs for 
gifted, creative children. The core 
language program needs 
‘ ‘considerable attention “but she 
points out it is a costlier program 
■than 'Frenth immefsi6hl“‘People 
will have to tell us if they want it 
in lieu of other programs.”
She’d also like to see better 
programs in secondary schools — : 
programs that would prepare and 
equip youngsters for the work 
force. She stresses parents should 
communicate their ideas and 
heeds to teachers and the school 
board.
•The quality of representation 
on the board concerns Crampton 
very much. “I feel there is a need 
for a representative from this 
area (Central Saanich) who is 
capable, articulate and who will 
consider all issues from all sides 
and enter into proper discussion 
and debate at school board 
meetings.
“1 believe 1 am the candidate 
who can best do this.”
Esther Galbraith
Esther Galbraith, 6485 West 
Saanich Road, is seeking her 
third two-ycai' term as trustee on 
Saanich school board.
The candidate pledges that, as 
a 111,ember of tlie board, she will:
•Work for expanded programs 
aimed at preparing our younger 
people for a wider range of 
careers in the working world,
•Work for improved com­
munications and consultations 
between parents, teachers and the 
school board.
•Not support the policy and 
program of French immersion, 
which provides two distinct and 
divided , systems of public 
schooling in our community - 
one in English, one in French.
•Support the continuance, 
improvement and possible ex­
pansion of our present fine, well- ■ 
integrated French language and 
culture programs. These have no 
tendency to separate or segregate.
Galbraith assures voters that as 
trustee she will continue to be 
approachable at all times, either 
^ personally or by telephone, Itvis 
my earnest desire to serve the; 
people of Central Saanich to the 
bestiof my ability, she says.
: V Caro] Orom
Former teacher Carol Orom 
has always been concerned about 
quality education and now she’s, 
concerned about the kind of 
education children need for their 
future, “It won’t be the same as 
ours,” says Orom, 35, of 795 
Ardmore, a candidate in Saanich 
school board elections.
Future education, she says, will 
need to teach children to b& 
flexible and adaptable. An at­
tempt should be made in the 
classroom to make children think 
for themselves and — when 
making decisions — the 
ramifications of those decisions.
Youngsters will need to learn 
certain skills r- computer and 
business .skills, she says, but adds 
the quality of any education rests 
on teachers.
Orom believes there is arf 
attempt in the district “to meet 
the.se things but they’re in their 
infancy.” There’s a pressing need 
for enrichment, Orom .says. She 
also has a concern for special 
education — “special classes” to 
deal with certain needs.
She says there’s a need for 
future planning and stresses the 
real priority is a “philosophy” of 
education. “1 think many 
children are frustrated, that their 
needs are not being met.”
Orom support's the French 
immersion program in the school 
district — I think it’s sound, she 
says.
She’s interested in what she 
terms the “grassroots 
movement’ ’ Sidney elementary 
school started when it 
reorganized' its parents’ 
association. She believes the 
association will be more effective 
and that the input and support 
parents can giye schools is,lim- 
Vportant;':'\:-.::: —V,;/
On budget matters, Orom says 
a factor in; setting priorities is 
proper communication between 
trustees and the community. 
“That’s a prime consideration 
with inflation,” she says.
John Betts
John Betts, 42, 4886 West 
Saanich Road, has just com­
pleted a two-year term on 
Saanich school board and is 
seeking a second term, he says, 
because the school district is in 
the middle of a number of im- 
. portant items in which he is 
involved.
For the first time, he explains,, 
the board has brought in zero- 
based budgeting; it has a com­
mittee bringing down recom­
mendations for enrichment' 
programs and an evaluation of 
special education programs, 
including French in the 
elementary grades.
As well, computers arc in the 
classroom now and a general 
curriculum is being developed for 
their use in middle and secondary 
.schools.
Betts believes he can have 
substantial input into the 
computer programs.
Family life and education 
programs are being developed 
and a summer scht^ — held in 
the school district for the first 
time in 1981 — Betts would like 
to see continued and expanded.
Summer school is useful for 
students who need to catch up in 
a subject and it helps in regular 
classes because teachers don’t 
have to spend extra time helping 
students who are behind, he says.
Betts’ stand is the same on 
French immersion as when he ran 
two years ago. It offers parents a 
choice of an alternate form of 
sound education, he says, he’s in 
favor of the program and wants 
to see it continued. ' ^
It’s been brought in at no extra 
cost to taxpayers because the 
board has taken advantage of 
existing federal grants, he ex- 
plains.'^ ■ ^.r,
Betts says he’s been on record 
and will stay on record as sup­
porting French immersion only as 
long as it doesn’t adversely affect 
the education of other children in 
the district and does not displace 
any other child in the school 
system.
And todate, there is no proof, 
absolutely no evidence that any 
child has been affected adversely 
or has been displaced, he insists.
He’s a firm believer in the 
middle school concept and says 
he feels the 12 - 14-year-old age 
grouping is a valid one and has 
resulted in an improved 
curriculum in middle schools. In 
addition, a recent report has 
recommended Victoria school 
district adopt the middle school 
concept.
Marilyn Loveless
Marilyn Loveless has been a 
volunteer worker in the com­
munity for years —■ and that’s 
one of the reasons why she’s 
running for school trustee in 
Saanich. A former teacher who’s
been directing after-school sports 
programs in physical education. 
Loveless says she “really un­
derstands children well and I feel 
1 know what’s good for them.”
There’s a need to work within a 
dollars and cents dimension. 
Loveless says, but “the child is 
the bottom line.”
Married with three boys. 
Loveless, 37, 5825 West Saanich 
Road, has taught in B.C.’s public 
and private school systems and 
enjoys art (silk screening), sports, 
hobby farming and gardening.
She’s concerned the French 
imrnersion prograrh has become 
the focus of so much attention. 
She would like i to see the 
program- researched and “if 
there’s another way- to provide 
second language instruction that 
is not divisive — let’s do it.”
She believes there’s a need for 
a ‘‘more challenging” program at 
the kindergarten and grade 1 level 
and generally in elementary 
schools. And she cites as another 
concern the lack of a basic gym 
program in some elementary 
schools.
Loveless explains she’s not 
suggesting a costly equipment- 
oriented program be introduced 
— merely a basic program that 
would include simple exercises 
and running. “There are resource 
people in the community — we 
should be able to use them,” she 
says.
The trustee candidate generally 
supports the district’s special 
education and enrichment 
programs which already exist and 
says certain needs must be served.
At the senior secondary school 
level Loveless thinks parents, 
students and counsellors should 
work together to ensure 
youngsters make the right choices 
in courses.
YOU VOTE
Last election 7483% of eligible voters didn’t bother to exercise their vote.
This public service message is brought to you by the Review, and
SIDNEY GLASS
MARSH CENTRE OF 
ART"
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Alan Cornford Fred Zantvoort Philip McCrae Bob Hope Ron Wickstrom Dick Herlinveaux
llorth Saanich @id@rr^iarik hopefuls
Alan Cornford
When eight North Saanich 
aldermen were elected two years 
ago a newcomer. Dr. Alan 
Cornford, headed the poll. He 
has since found that getting 
elected w'as the easy part, and 
frustration at the difficulty in 
getting things done on council 
made him consider carefully 
before deciding to seek another 
two-year term.
At 35 he is by a wide margin 
the youngest member of the 
present council. He obtained his 
PhD in chemistry at the 
University of B.C. in 1971, and 
after a year as a university in- 
structof he i.joined the marine 
service- branch of the federal 
government:' Hired originally for 
his nuclear physics background 
to do radio tracing work, he soon 
switched to work as a Chemical 
oceanographer.
After three yeans as a research 
scientist he took management 
training, and came to the 
Institute of Ocean Sciences four 
and a half years ago as assistant 
to the director general, with 
responsibilities for policy 
planning and program budgeting.
His work has also included 
direction of marine en­
vironmental assessment for the 
Pacific Coast and the Western 
Arctic; handling information and 
media relations, and serving as 
regional oceaographer. In ad­
dition he has been Canadian 
representative on the marine 
pollution committee of the UN 
Education, Science and Cultural 
Organization for several years.
On council he has served on the 
planning and zoning, public 
works, finance and fire com­
mittees, and now chairs the 
utilities committee. He also 
represents North Saanich on the 
Pcnin.sula Water Commission.
Me was disappointed at the
defeat of the Wain Road water 
line and is concerned about 
getting ahead with an adequate 
water distribution system. He has 
also been pressing to have the 
planner presently working for the 
municipality • concentrate on 
determining what services will be 
required for areas already zoned 
for development, so. that basic 
facilities can be phased in and 
paid for in an. orderly way.
Preserving the environment 
and the present lifestyle of North 
Saanich are among his major 
aims. In his first term he spent a 
lot of time on foreshore plan­
ning, and on proposals to 
preserve the large farm on the 
Aylard property.
He also stresses the need to 
remember those taxpayers who 
are not able to keep up with 
inflation and to weigh municipal 
decisionswith their interests in 
mind.
Fred Zantvoort
Fred Zantvoort thinks North 
Saanich is paying too much for 
the new library, and he is just the 
man who ought to know. At 47, 
he has worked this way through 
stockbroking and mortgage 
consulting into a business doing 
industrial and commercial real 
estate analysis for major real 
estate companies.
He works all over the province, 
giving advice on where buildings 
.should be located, what they 
should be like, whether they 
should be leased or owned, and 
so on, and he deals with 
government buildings as well as 
private ones.
Not that he is .seeking a two-ycr 
term on Saanich council to try to 
block (he library, but with capital 
co.sts what they arc at present he 
isn’t in favor of building it.
He also has doubts abut the 
proposed fire hall for the south 
end of the municipality,
suggesting that the present 
contract with Sidney may be a 
better deal, at least until a time 
when money can be borrowed, 
more cheaply.
And such a time is coming, he 
suggests, when a severe downturn 
in the North American economy 
will produce both lower interest 
rates and lower prices. Zantvoort 
has served on the advisory 
planning commission, and at the 
present time is president of the 
Northwest Mount Newton 
(Ardmore) Ratepayers’ 
Association. In that organization 
he got bn well with two of the 
incumbents running for two-year 
terms, Alan Cornford and 
Harold’ Parrott, and says his 
candidacy certainly should not he 
interpreted as an attempt to 
defeat them. -
He is, however,“distressed 
with the performance of the 
present council,” and feels that; 
something must be done to 
restore decorum and get people 
working together.
He thinks planning for water 
distribution has so far ‘‘seemed 
haphazard.” Ardmore should 
not have water, he says. Those 
few properties that don’t have an 
adequate supply can be looked 
after in other ways than spending 
$4..5 million for a complete 
distribution system.
He doesn’t think North 
Saanich can keep out developers 
but does think council can 
negotiate with them to assure that 
things arc done on the 
municipality’s terms. As to 
farmland, ‘‘we had better keep 
what well a VC.”
Philip McCrac
Philip McRae started life in 
Birkenhead, England, 50 years 
ago, and spent a lot of the in­
tervening titne at sea as a marine 
engineer before settling on the 
Saanich Peninsula 16 years ago.
He spent eight years on the B.C. 
coast on towboats and for the 
past eight years has been with 
B.C. Ferries. He will be able to 
adjust his work schedule to be 
available for council and com­
mittee meetings.
For a while he and his wife 
operated the store at Island View 
and East Saanich roads, but they 
have lived on Cromar Road for 
the past two years.
He has been active in minor 
soccer, and served one year as a 
community association director, 
but it was the Wain Road water 
line controversy that stirred up 
his interest in municipal politics. 
Cromar Road is the next road to 
Wain and has 16 houses bn it 
where Wain has four, but when 
the people bn Cromar wanted a 
water line they were fold if would 
co.st them $70,000 plus a $1,000 
connection fee each.
Fie signed the petition op­
posing the Wain Road line, and 
says he .still feels that there was 
not adequate information 
available to support the council’s 
original decision.
Watching the present council 
in action he was left with the 
impre.ssion that there is too much 
personal animosity and too many 
people mainly interested in 
.scoring points off each other. In 
the meantime hardly any progress 
is made and there is a danger that 
needed capital projects are piling 
up.
He points out that on a ship the 
members of the crcwUiave no 
choice but to learn to get along 
with one another and he is sure 
the same thing could be done on 
the council.
McRae is very concerned about 
preserving agricullnral land, 
l.ook ahead 50 years, he advi.ses. 
California’s agricultural land is 
dwindling. All that B.C, has is 
going to be needed and it would 
be a tragedy to lose it, lie favors
regulating the land surrounding 
productive acreage , to keep 
development pressures away 
from it.
He is against marina expansion 
in North Saanich and looks to the 
Sidney breakwater to provide the 
additional mooring spaces that 
are needed.
Bob Hope
Bob Hope, at 34, is the 
youngest candidate for alderman 
in North Saanich. He also has the 
most definite platform, and in 
some aspects it is directly at odds 
with everyone else.
A technical draftsman with 
B;C^ Telephone in telecom­
munications and o; -c^^ 
engineering, he has lived in the 
/area for 12 years and in North 
Saanich for three.
He has served seven years as a 
credit union director; and six 
years on the Peninsula 
Recreation Commission, in­
cluding three years as president.
He is a member of the legion, a 
former Lion, has coached minor 
, soccer and little league; and is an 
officer in the armed forces 
reserve.
contends.
He is also opposed to ‘‘country 
lanes”, and rural bridle, bicycle -
and foot paths. Instead there 
should be wide roads with 
sidewalks.
He wants a public boat ramp, 
probably at Patricia Bay, favours 
televising of council meetings and 
has no objection to the expansion 
of existing marinas if their 
proposals are economically and 
environmentally sound. He 
doesn’t favour any new ones.
He favours the ne\v firehall, 
but not the purchase of any land 
for it, as there is already a site set 
aside on the southeast corner Of . 
the Panorama Recreation Centre 
property.
He will not support the 
building of a new library at this 
time.
And while he doesn’t; have: 
enough facts / tb be certain 
whether the Wain Road water 
line was the fight choice, he gives 
a high priority to construction of . 
a proper water distribution 
system, which he does not think 
the municipality has now.
Ron Wickstrom
Hope doesn’t agree with the 
basic philosophy of keeping 
North Saanich a rural ‘‘just leave 
us alone” community.
“North Saanich has grown to 
city .status,” he says, ‘‘and has to 
start to assume the respon­
sibilities that accompany the 
position.”
He does believe in keeping a 
large part of the municipality 
“rural residential” in character, 
but by that he does not mean 
agricultural. He would have no 
objection to the subdivision of 
the Aylard farm, for instance, as 
long as the subdividcr provided 
full services at no cost to the 
taxpayers.
Soil won’t be necc.ssary for 
growing food in the future, he
Liek so many North Saanich 
candidates, Ron Wickstrom has 
served in the peacetime armed 
forces, but he didn’t make a 
career of it, and for the past 16 
years he has been a teacher.
Born in Kamloops 46 years 
ago, he came to the Victoria area 
as a young child. From 1957 to 
1962 he was a navigator with the 
RCAF, but came back to this 
part of the world in 1964 and has 
lived in North Saanich since 
1973. He taught in Saanich 
.school district for four years and 
has taught iri Victoria district the 
past 12 years.
For five years he served on the 
executive of the Greater Victoria 
Teachers’. As.sociation, and last 
Continued on Page U9
COMPLAIN!
This year plan to vote, and take a friend ... remember the greatest destroyer of democracy is apathy.





















■AY S BRENTWOOD 
1-HR. CLEANERS
PENINSULA CUSTOM 
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Rich Tea Biscuits, “Fruit Shortcake 
Arrowroot Biscuits, ‘Digestive Biscuits or 
‘Nice Biscuits. 400g Package. . .....
Country Pure 
Assorted. 1 kg tub.
^out
iss i ii •Regular or Mint 
150 ml tube ...
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California Grown. New Crop, Size 138 (44‘ kg) ..... lbs.
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2481 Beacon Ave. 
656-0911
word classified of a non­
commercial nature are available 
to subscribers to the Sidney 
Review
*R.T.S.
your advertisement runs in 
every edition of the Review 
until sold. Ad Is cancelled after 
10 insertions unless you advise 
otherwise.
20 words $5.00




Duplex renovated in 1981. 3 
bdrms. each side, wraparound 
balconies, fenced backyards. Near 
bus and shopping.
AND
A 2 Bdrm. townhouse centrally 
located in Sidney. Within walking 
distance of Beacon Ave.
FOR RENT




WEST SAANICH ROAD. Well treed, 
improved building lot, 2.3 acres. 
Possible waterview. Call (206)842-8027. 
RTS-4 7
EXCELLENT NICELY TREED view lot in 
new Ocean View estates subdivision in 







Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS ami SERVICES . ..
GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS






































































•REG ROOMS •SUNDECKS 
•CARPORTS








1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Cu$tom duality Wa-knmshlp
New “From Estimate to
Personalized Installation - 
Service Three Weeks!”







“No Job Too Large 





















For your electrical construction, ad­





Govornmonl corliiied technician 
with 35 years oxporlonco in Elec­




2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 










1 acre lot with beautiful cedartrees 
on front of property - $83,00.
2 bedroom home in Sidney with 
large high ceiling workshop. Home 
in very good condition. Asking 
$89,900:
LOTSr>-',
Older ,2 bedroom home on 2 lots. 
•Several out buildings. Value mainly 
in lots. Possible seaviews. Asking 
$110,000. 7 : V
OPEN HOUSE 
2044 Ardwell 




Lovely 3 bedroom home in nice area 
of Sidney close to beach. Some of 
the features are: bay window in LR 
and stone fireplace, beamed 
ceilings. The basement is mostly 
finished and includes an air tight 
wood heater in family room, den, 
hobby room and 2 pee. bathroom, 
The yard is well landscaped with 
fruit trees and a green house. 
Assumable mortgage • $22,000 at 
11% due May 1984.
PENNY DU TEMPLE 
656-6442




25 Years Experlencf, 
Kesidenllal, Comwrdal, 
MualrM
Rowlrlng, oloclric homing roapirs, 
appllanco coimoclions.
"No Job Too Ontnir
656-5604
656-3121









Industrial - Rosidonllat 
Commorcial Wiring 
Polos and Lino Work
Uimlnji WorkmiiHskip 











Soptic Tank Installation 
Back Filling 
Trenching




Trucking, Excavaling and Backhop,


















Tho Sidney super homo with 
ovorythiiiB, SwimminE pool, hobby 
rooms, spiral staircase, Approx, 
3638 sq. tl. of comploto living. 
Really a must to soo at $199,000, 
MLS,
SIDNEY HOME OF 
PILLARS AND DORMERS 
Really must bo viewed inside to 
appreciate tho professional 
renovations that have been done to 
make this ono of tho finest 




Almost 1/2 acre lot, level, cleared 
and fully serviced, good access and 
highway exposure, $110,000 MLS.
For more inforiTi-alion on tho above 
please give KAREL DROST a call, 






Sayward/Kelsey Bay/Port McNeil 
area, good location, level partially 
treed 3% acres approximately. 
Small dwelling presently rented. 
Good value at $40,000. Must sell. 
595-5984 weekends, leave 






3 bedrooms, 172 baths. $25 mon­
thly assessment. Immaculate condi­




DIVORCE SALE; 2 1/3 acres; 3,000 
square foot Ranch style home in White 
Rock, B.C. Centrally located, outdoor 
pool, .Jacuzzi, solar heat, double garage, 
barn, fenced, six appliances including 
Jenn-air. Property value $1 million. Will 
sell for cash half price. No agents. 
Interested parties only. Apply: Box 
321A, Peace Arch News, 1335 Johnston 
Road, White Rock, B.C. V4B4Z7. na-46 
CONDOMINIUMS FOR SALE. Sum-
merland, beautiful Okanagan, 
retirement units, two bedroom, stove, 
fridge, dishwasher, air conditioned, 
fireplace. Two blocks from downtown, 
$69,500. Call 112-494-9212 collect, na- 
46
RETIRING? HUNT? FISH? SKI? Want 
“COUNTRY LIVING" within hour of 
Okanagan? Write Box 272 Greenwood, 
B.C. VOH IJO. Phone 112-445-6326. 
(Excess chattels for sale also - some 
"old”). na-46
CHOICE BUILDING lots in newly 
developed area. $63,000-$69,000. 656- 
2358 or656-3226. 4259-48
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished V units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable T.V. Free; 
parking,.maid service. Available weekly. 
Sandown Motel, 652-1551. ; 4124-tf
SAANICHTON. luxury, private, 2 
bedrooms, 2 baths, double garage, adult 
oriented townhouse with fireplace. Small 
complex, no pets. $650. 652-4242 after 
5 p.m. 4220-tf
f YEAR OLD side by side duplex. 3
bedrooms, fireplace, no pets. 
References. $625 per month. 656-4066 
or656-4003. 4285-46
NEW ONE BEDROOM condominium. 
Fridge, stove, dishwasher included. 
Seaview, adults, no pets, $580 per 
month.656-4066 or656-4003. 4286-46 
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM condo in 
Sidney for 1 or 2 adults. No pets. Retired 
couple preferred. Must be completely 
reliable, and willing to keep unit in a 
clean and tidy condition. $550 per 
month, Contact Doug Scott at 656-3924,
4289-46
SIDNEY COURf~fOWNHOUSEr3
bedroom end unit. Available Dec. 15th, 
adults preferred. Sorry, no pets. $550 
per mo. 656-4973. 4292-46
RUSTIC COTTAGE] immod i"ate
possession, $120 per month. Apply to 
Box “D", c/o The Sidney Review, P.O. 
Box2070, Sidney, B.C. V8L3S5, 4293- 
4 6
NEW ONE BEDROOM SUffE available
December 1st. 2437 Amhurst in Sidney, 
656-1673. 4305-47
Four bedroom family hoTfioTn Sidniry"]
Fireplace, family room, close to schools, 
city buses, Largo yard. No pets ploaso, 
656-7898, 4306-46
THREE BEb¥6blA"'dli^loT^ ■Sidnoy.
$650 per month. Kal Jacobson, 656- 
0911 or65C)-2257, 4308-46
SIDNEY
Brand new luxury 2 bedroom, 2 
bathroom suites In quiet garden 
sotting, only blocks from boach and 
town centre, Adult oriented. Largo 
balconies, dishwashers, $600 per 
month includes heat and 
cablovision, Ploaso, no children or 
pels. 656-/912, 4280-49
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN and smallchlld
nood 2 bedroom apartment, Sidnoy area 
as soon as possible, Approx. $450 por 
month after^ p m 4309 46
LOVELY"“TljEbR60M^’
Maryland area, 2'-/ bafhrcxsms, largo 
secluded easycaro lot fenced, Short 
walk lo beach and lots of exiia's too 
numerous to mention $ 149,000, Vendor 
will consider assisting in financing. 656- 
(i/Ol, 4298-46
SUNNY, open acre ip bef'p Cove, 
RoadylObuildon.656-5318, 4291-46
IS lilOBILE HOMES
double wide and single wide homos, 
Availabio in family and aduil parks in 
V.in(:ouvor s lower Mainland, (D.5246) 
Phone 1 12, 588-8818. na-tf
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HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD. Mobile homes 
located in parks on pads. Listings and 
Sales. We welcome all enquiries. Listings 
wanted. Wheel Estates. Phone collect. 
Lower Mainland Division, 13647-lOOth 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. VST 1H9.112-585- 
3622; Kamloops Division, 90-180 
Seymour Street, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
2E2, 112-372-5711. The Wheel Estate 
People. (D.L. 6747). na-tf
12'x68' - 3 BEDROOM, 2 appliances, 
large fenced lot. Insulated 
shed/workshop. Garage wired for 220V. 
Large sundeck. Spectacle Lake. 
$35,000,656-1725. RTS-1
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED,
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 692- 
4035. 37-tf
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno Von
Schuckmann, 656-9184 after 5 p.m. tf 
PRETTY AS A PICTURE! It'll look better
in a new frame, custom or ready-made. 
From Paul’s "House of Portraits." 2420 
Beacon Ave. 656-4245. 46
HANDYMAN. Light carpentry, gi7-
dening. Good work, reasonable. Small 
jobs prefered. 652-2245. 4274-47
UNI-LOADER with backhoe and tracks.
Reasonable rates, septic fields, back­





CUSTOMIZED AND CAMPERIZED ’71 
autoChevy van. $2,900. 479-6288.
4296 -46
1979 - 22 FT. Aristocrat Travel Trailer. 
Hot and cold water, bathroom, shower, 
sleeps 6. $8,500. 478-0114 or 478- 
6533. 4273-46
lie BiftlS &
Let us winterise, repair, 
or overhaul your engine. 
— Gas or Diesel, In­
board, Sterndrive or any 
make outboard.
1'—
WILL FIX USED outboards and small 
motors. Very reasonable. 656-1286. 
4250 -48
16 FT. DOUBLE EAGLE with 65 and 4.5.
HP motors. Roadrunner trailer, im­










Individual health programs 
lor most health problems.
For Information — No obligation
3S2-8102
Mon. - Tues. ■ Wed. ’ 
10 s.in. • 3 p.m.
(4249*45)
1978 HOLMES 750 WRECKER on 1972 
Kenvyorth. New tires, new suspension 
front and rear. After 6 p.m. Phone 112- 
248-9913. na-46
$500.00 REWARD FOR INFORMATION 
leading to recovery of 1947 - 74 cubic 
inch flathead Harley Davidson motor­
cycle, silver-grey tanks, fenders, black 
frame. Paul Leoppky. Phone 112-395- 
4471,100 Mile House area. na-46
1970 FORD C850 T/A AUTOMATIC 
WITH PACKER. 1975 CHEV 6500 S/A 
automatic with packer. 1969 JD544 
Loader. Phone 112-525-2072 days or 
112-859-1249 evenings and weekends. 
na-46
SBICf0RY
of PROFESIONS, GOODS oml SERVICIS ...
Paper Carriers, 12 years and 
up required for Sidney routes.- 
; Suit youngsters after school, 
housewives or retired 
residents.'/, Good exercise and
-• money in your pocket! V • ; - 
Call TheiuReview) 656-1151 
now!
UPRIGHT-GRAND piano, $1,700. 656-
4700 between 1-3 p.m. only. 4119-50
-- ---- m/MM n u
*r m- nm ^ ^ ^
RIPTIDE TRACTOR 
SERVICE
Rotovating, Levelling, Landscape 
Preparation. Front End Loader.
656-6573
lASJjrvk Ml ^ A
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-tt
VOLUNTEER SITTERS needed to care
for babies and toddlers while parents 
participate in a weekly I'A hour 
discussion group on Tuesdays, 9:30 - 
11:00 a.m. Transportation available. 
New Parents Discussion Groups. Call 
Brenda, 592-0516 or Karen 598-4675 
for info.
SIDNEY" AND NORTH SAANICH
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE is looking for 
a person with ‘‘extra ordinary ability" to 
organize and manage. This is a part time 
position with nominal remuneration. If 
you have an interest in the community 
and business activities, please apply in 
writing to Box "C", c/o The Sidnoy 
Review, P.O, Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 
3S5. RTS-2
iT^DY PERSON one day per week for 
gardening and odd jobs in the North 
Saanich area, 656-3595. 4294-46
VOLUNTEER ^RVICES" Co ordinator,
part time paid position, Some office skills 
required, Apply to Community Coun­
selling Centre, 9813-5th St. Sidney, 656- 
1247, 4288-46
F0LCr6rrPARf'TWE'’cortified dental
assistant lor preventive oriented dental 
practice on Salt Spring Island, Resumes 
to Box 482, Ganges, B.C, VOSlEO,
PLEASANT,“conscientious cashier/stock
person. Apply to Box "B", c/o The 
Sidnoy Review, P.O, Box 2070, Sidnoy,
V8Ji:3S5_, _______ 4277-46
WANTED’
Models wanted for Itair cutting course. 
All cuts done by top stylists. Medium 
length hair proforrod. Models must be 
18 or over, Class will bo hold Sunday, 
November 22nd. 10:30 • 5:30 p.m.652- 
1222, 4278-46
EXrafENCEb PART TIME waitress 
needed, Monday-Friday, Please apply to 
Lam’s Restaurant, Saanichton Plaza.
42 76-4 6
1979 FORD FAIRMONT station wagon.
Like new, low mileage. Must sell. 656- 
3413, ask for Harold. RTS-47
’7F“MERCURir’COMET7“Y““dootv“6
cylinder automatic, radio, $2,375. 656- 
6il9. 4015-47
1975 PINTO station wagon. 1 owner, 
standard, 2300CC engine, radials, 
excellent condition, very clean, new 
paint. Ideal family 2nd car. 656-3733 
evenings.  RTS-50
1974 MAZDA WAGON, reliable tran­
sportation, radio, rebuilt piston engine, 
many new parts. New mounted snow 
tires.656-6038.Asking$l,200. RTS-52^ 
1978 HONDA ACCORD Hatchback.
Silver with black interior. Spotless 
condition, well maintained, lady driven, 
one owner* $4,800 firm. 656-1596. 
4080-48
1974 GREMLIN X 304 V8. Sharp looking
car! $2,500.656-4475.RTS-1 
'69 PEUGOT 204. Interior, body good;
engine running, needs hydraulics. $400, 
Consider trade on newer car. 592-8050, 
evenings.RTS-2 
1968 CHRYSLER 300, power windows,
brakes, steering, 4 door hardtop. Very 
good running order, $1,500 obo. 656- 
3050, 4275-46
1972 COUGAR. Mechanically sound,
some rust. Offers on $1,500. 656-3565 




BACKTiLLlNG - LOADING :
-i '
: SEWER STORM DRAINS : 
WATER LINES









Rebuilding exhaust systems. For 
pleasure, commercial and fishing
656-5633 '
Sidney Rotovating
Ploughing, Levelling, Fence 
Posts, Digging, 50 in. 









2432 Boacon, Sidnoy 
656-7141
lib





Factory Authorized Semi-Centre 
EVINRUDE & JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNDRIVES 
Also Semice for 
HONDA & SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
Paintlaig ^ ; 
PacoratlBig Ltcl. ^














' FsbIS References - ' /
» 22 years plumbing © New homes 
experience in B.C. • Marine 
9 Special rates for i installation 
pensioners © Commercial y
'• /A8k;fb^;‘Hein^L■^y■■;










Crtnopwti A Camnois 
A At.c.ossoims 
I lD(l'l)l,l6K ViMI (DPI.
(inn (tools, Winriow!.
Campflf, Twiiiii A Moinihnmii llnpitiis |
Ptiipane insUllfilwns 
Van WKi'ulthiiif tills 
liandiiijppwi tipvmi) Aids
4099 TUXEDO DR.







Again avallablO' (or Sidnoy 
and surrounding district, 
Good workmanship at 
rparonaWe prlrp*?
Also excellent crows 
avaiiable lor larger jobs,
686-4133
, I.-. I ij-r-Tj.j, ■■iini.ii.l.ujmn.ti.-rf-'-—r,i-,r——‘-T "I'........... I''' ..................tuii.
FOLDING HARD TOP Holiday Trailer,
homemade, $1,000. May bo viewed at 
Craigrnylo Motel and Trailer Park, 2300 
Boacon Avo. Sidney, Ian M, Horne, 
Oflicinl Administrator lor the County of 
Victnria, .102-612 View St Virloria. B.C. 
V8W1J5, __ 4253 48
CHAMIIr” of C'OMMERCOias "smlfl 
travel trailer tor sale, Loiyiiled on 1st 
Stiuul bv/tiJu iltful IMutiui) (.(.llllii. Ideal 
lor recreational lot or portable office. 
Price 1760, Contact Hank Visuers, 656- 
5544,8:30 ■ 5:30 p,m, RTG-Z
22 r-T:¥uPfcHtOH MUiOR HOMEriO??” 
42,000 miles, air condition, roof,and 




‘Lawns, seed or sod 
‘Cement Work 
‘Fencing





Residential, Commercial, and 
Golf Course Construction 
6955 West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
GlonWilllama 652-3323










For all your Roofing Needs. 
Shakes, Singles, Tar 
& Gravel & Repairs
Nornings or Evenings
658-8130





•Cement Work, Fencing 
•Maintenance
MoM (|,P(t«ns w« n»p nice lor 
IMI lUiO on mnninly lu'iis
S.Q.S. 656-3317
Quallly Work Guaranteed. ... .
I I t < S , t » (i T













”Blg or Small 
We Do Them AH"
9810 Fourth St. 
Sidney 656-1811





•RCA & Zenith 
•TosMba Stereos 
RENTAL TV’S 
$15 per mth. & up
Butler Brothers
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Ndw CooDiruciion, Hnnoviilmn, 
fUflillf Willk
98N3 • Till 8lr««(
Don't bo disappointed!.. 















1978 SUZUKI DS80. Good condition,
656-3051. RTS-50
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS!
Guaranteed lowest prices. Walker Door 
Ltd. Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver, 112-985-9714, Richmond, 
112-273-7030, Kamloops 112-374- 
3566, Nahaimoll2-758-7375. tf
ANTIQUE OAK dining room table, with 6
chairs; 2 office chairs; portable GE top 
loading dishwasher; Moffat gold range; 
china cabinet; cross countr skis and 
boots; 1973 Gran Torino station wagon. 
652-0755. 4090-48
9 PIECE KNECHTEL dining room suite, 
1920 vintage. Good shape. Buffet, china 
cabinet, table with leaf, 6 chairs. J999. 
656-6287 after5;30 p.m. 47
NEARLY NEW Kenmore heavy duty 
dryer, $250; lovely old cabinet radio, 
$65; solid walnut hall table, $40; hot 
water tank, $40; Super 8 movie camera, 
$35; Swingomatic, $15; Regal China, 
Moonlight Rose. 652-1702. RTS-50
PEETZ SALMON ROD and reel; Unimat
lathe; recliner chair; shotgun, 20 guage, 
over/and/under. 652-9976. RTS-1
GENERAL ELECTRIC STOVE, Talisman
model, automatic self cleaning oven, 
very fine condition, $250; 2 light fix­
tures, $10 each. 656-4198. RTS-1
FLEISCHMANN HO GAUGE railway, 2
transformers; electric control switches, 
electric track switches, 2 steam, 1 diesel 
engines; 10 rolling stock, automatic 
crossing, 13 buildings, street lamps, 
bridges, 90 straight, 45 curve track. 
Partly mounted, plus 72 new match box 
vehicles. Complete. 656-3550. RTS-52
PANDORA'S CLOSET. Rent or buy a long 
or short party dress or winter coat for 
your prairie vacation. 9783B-3rd St. 
Sidney. 656-6421 or656-4169 evenings. 
Open Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
10-5 p.m. 4307-47
INCOME TAX. This year do it yourself.
Free brochure on certificate tax course 
by correspondence. Write U & R Tax 
Schools, 1148 Main Street, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba R2W3S6. na-46
MEN AND WOMEN are invited to join 
this community choir which meets on 
Thursdays, 7:30 p.m. at the Canadian 
Legion, Miils Rd. Ability to read music an 
advantage. 652-9828. 46
SEARS deluxe baby bicycle carrier, new,
never used. Still in original box, $25 or 
best offer. 656-6038. RTS-50
GREEN BROCADE chesterfield and 2
matching armchairs, all skirted.; 
Excellent condition. 656-7808. RTS-50
I’VE BEEN FRAMED at Paul's House of 
Portraits of course, where custom 
framing costs no more. Paul’s “House of 
Portraits", 2420 Beacon Ave. 656-4245. 
46
ELECTRIC SINGER sewing machine with
attachments, cabinet model, good 
condition, $65; Pecan finish coffee table, 
52x22x15‘/z’’. Like new condition, $75. 
656-2603. RTS-52
NICE GIFT!!! 300 gummed labels, name,
address, postal-code, $3.95. (Made by 
Handicapped). (No money). Pay when 
labels received. Handicapped Labeis; 
Box 1315, Statin A, Surrey, B.C. V3S 
4Y5. (Sales people wanted). na-46
NO EXPERIENCE required - no selling.
Opportunity is available to own and' 
operate your own business. No risk on 
investment. Owner moving. Complete 
training provided, hone 112-438-3451 
Locale,orll2-667-9077 -24 hours, na- 
46
SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney?
Don’t know anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre offers classes, activities and a 
warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. tf
BINGO NIGHT, Greenglade School (off
Weiler) Tuesday, November 24, 8 p.m. 
15 prize games, refreshments, bake 
sale. Everyone welcome. 46
BUILT-IN dishwasher (Avacado). $200.
656-2761. RTS-1
SPINNER in Oak treadle sewing machine
cabinet, $175; Leclerc tapestry loom, 
$25; Niddy Noddy, $7.50; hand carders, 
$10,656-3191. 4100-RTS-48
LOOM “Le Clerc Nilel", 15 inch, 2
harness warping board, instruction 
books. Almost new. 656-4274. RTS-1
2 B/W PORTABLE TV’s, good condition.
Nearly new 12", also 10"; 6” commercial 
grinder with parts; Zenith hi-fi com­
bination console. 652-1625. RTS-52
i2s iimioiM
MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR SERVICE
FOR SALE. Ideal husband and wife 
operation. Located on beautiful southern 
Vancouver Island. Stock and equipment. 
Lake Cowichan, B.C. Phone 112-749- 
6952. na-46
MARK THE DATES NOW! Maple Creek’s
Homecoming Celebration July 29 to 
August 1st, 1983. For details contact 
Mary Ellen Gilchrist at Box 1179, Maple 
Creek, Saskatchewa n SO N1 NO. na-46
CLARK ENTERPRISES
Low price factory salvage glass. Cut to 
size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1,25; 
3/16 $1.50; 1/4” plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1.00; 3/16 $2.00. Works at 
9750 - 4th St., .Sidney, Open Mon. - Fri. 
12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. - 12 
noon. Clos^ Wednesday. 656-6656. tf
DOUBLE CEMENT LAUNDRY tubs with
pedestals. $20,658-8810 after 5 p.m. 
48
2 JBL 14" SPEAKERS, 2 way Teak
boxes, $950; early 1900 pump organ, 
good condition, $450; 2 Mahogany 
dining room chairs, carved flowers, 













8 mm or 
16mm FILM
. When did ; you last look at your- 
valuable family and holiday films? 
Why not give them new life? They 
cannot be replaced but they can be 
professionally cleaned, edited, hot 
spliced and made to look as new. 
Write for full details, free consulata- 
tion and estimate.
UNIT-ONE PRODUCTIONS













Specializing in new home 




Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
656-1313
10114 l4cDonald Park Rd.
tiEVm CURRAN
Carpenter & Joiner
Quality Work — Froo Esllmalos
Renovations, additions, finishing 












Repairs to Lawnmowers, 
.Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc. 
Himqvarnn Tuno Ups




REPAIRS TO ALL MODELS 
FRIDGES & FREEZERS
656-3226
9812 • 4th Street
I '







,1 10li4 McOontia FiikRd.
Wood Stovofi A 
'^Firopjacn Insorts
Tor OMallly Boarding, Taping, Tox- 
hiring, *!utpnn(inrt T»llsr CHIInna A 
Stool Stuiling.
Commercial and Rcsidunllal 
Specials on Compinte Ponovatlnns 






CORNFLOWER PATTERN, Foley bone
china odd pieces or partial set wanted. 
656-2154. RTS-2
MAN’S WET SUIT, nylon both sides,
"Farmer John” accessories. Fits 5’8’’, 
145-165 Ibs.656-5353 after6 p.m. RTS- 
52
LOG HOMES!! Rustic or contemporary
designs available: "Kit" or custom built. 
Choose Western Red Cedar or 
Lodgepole Pine. Western Contemporary 
Log Homes, 1272-56th Street, Delta, 
B.C.V4L2A2. Phonell2-943-4714. na- 
4 7
NEW AND USED STORE 4,000 square
feet rented. Small investment. Excellent 
return. For information - write or phone 
Jerry Moyneur, 2460 Milford Road, 
Campbell River, B.C. V9W 5E7. 112- 
923-6438. na-46
A PUBLIC MEETING will be held with
Rev. Hulford, Director of Provincial 
Corrections, as speaker, on Thursday, 
November 26th at 7:30 p.m. at 680 
Courtney Street, Victoria. This meeting 
is sponsored by the Alternatives Com­
mittee of Ecumenical Action. 382-7122. 
na-47
L£ COIEAU mm
EXERCYCLE, as new (35 miles); new
Clairol foot massager still in carton. 656- 
7490. RTS-2
MAN’S BIKE: boys 5-speed; C.B. aerial,
old bathrub; 40 Ib. propane tank; 1973 
travel trailer. 652-3882. RTS-51
SMITH VICTOR MOVIE photo flood light,
$25; G.E. dual beam photo flood light, 
$20; both adaptable to various movie 
cameras, etc. 656-6038. RTS-2
LARGE SIZE man’s Indian sweater,
zippered front, near new, $80. 652- 
2242. RTS-51
Our last day open is Saturday, 
November 21st. Limited quantity of 
small Golden Delicious apples for 
juice or eating. Pick your own 
tomatoes all week. Also large 
canning and green tomatoes, 
forget-me-nots and w/allflowers. 
Open Tuesday to Saturday, 10-4 
p.m^
304 Walton Place, 
off Oldfield Road 
658-5888
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE.
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813-Fifth Street, 
Sidney. tf
A MEETING will be held on Thursday,
December 10th at 7:30 p.m. at 680 
Courtney Street, Victoria, and on the 
second Thursday of each month. Meet 
Muriel Adey as Co-ordinator. The topic 
this month is: "Singles in a Couples 
World.” Sponsored by Canadian 
Ecumenical Action. 382-7122. All are 
welcome. na-48
I’VE BEEN FRAMED at Paul’s House of
Portraits of course, where custom 
framing costs no more. Paul’s "House of 
Portraits,” 2420 Beacon Ave. 656-4245. 
4 6
LOVELY OLD cabinet radio, $65; Hot
water tank, $40; Super 8 tnovie camera, 
$35; Regal china,' Moonlight Rose; 
apartment size dryer, $150; man’s 
leather coat size 42-44, $65; maternity 
clothes, sizesl8,20,22.652-1702. 
RTS-5 0
BUY WHOLESALE the best nutrative
food supplement made by the vwrld’s 
largest producer of food supplements. 
Inquiries, 656-3772. 4302-46
"SOCIAL SCENE IN VICTORIA FOR
SINGLES" is Divorce Lifeline’s topic for 
the November 25th public meeting. 932 
Balmoral Ave., Room 217 at 8 p.m. 
Speakers Arlena Dodd and Tony 
Gelsthorpe from Singles Happening. No 
cost-join us. 47
MUST selL no room. Baldwin organ, 2 
consoles; full pedal board, Leslie 
Speakers. New condition, $2,495. 




3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 
pieces, hide-a-beds. rollaways, month to 
month/
833 Yates 383-3655
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St. is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service for the 
peninsula. If you need assistance or if 
you wish to volunteer a few hours a week 
to help others in your community, please , 
call 656-0134 forfurther information, tf
WANT TO INCORPORATE? One week
service (or less) frorh $100.00 plus fees, 
652-1353 evenings.
SENIOR SERVING SENIORS ASSOC. OF 
B.C. General meeting, November 28,10 
a m. - 1 p.m. Nurses Residence, Royal 
Jubilee Hospital, 2101 Fort St. Parking 
at rear, bus at door. Every Senior 
welcome. Info. Bee, 642-4875. 47
CHRISTMAS PINE CONE wreaths,
decorated with nuts, 10" and 12". 
Artisticaly designed by Birgitt, ranging 
from$15-$25.656-6038. RTS-1
TWO VALENCE BOARDS and curtain
rods, $25; 3 pictures ih frames, 
Canadian scenes, $5 ea; free standing 
bucherbixk, $350,656-6695. 4053-47
DISCOVERY TOASTMISTRESS CLUB,
2nd and 4th Thursdays, 8.p.m. Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Rd. Visitors welcome. 46
THE CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR
CITIZENS meet 1st and 3rd Thursday of 
the month. A planned program is of­
fered. Lion’s Hall, East Saanich Road, 2 - 
4 P-fh- 50
URINE-ERASE Saves Carpets!
Guarantees removal (dog, cat, human) 
urine stains, odours, from carpets. Free 
brochure! Dept. A, Reidell Chemicals 
Ltd. Box 7500, London, Ontario. N5Y 
4X8. na-46
PRETTY AS A PICTURE! It’ll look better 
in a new frame, custom or ready-made. 
From Paul's "House of Portraits.” 2420 
Beacon Ave. 656-4245. 46
THE SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND
Christmas Cards are now on sale at The 
Jumping Mouse Book Store, 2456 
Beacon Ave. 47
A.M.S. Non-profit Sxiety presents 
dinner/presentation on becoming a 
Certified Administrative Manager, Nov. 
17, 5:30 p.m. Princess Mary Restaurant. 
$10.25 non-members. Everyone 
welcome. 46
PUREBRED NEWFOUNDLAND DOG,
male, rollicking disposition, 2 years old, 
150 Ib. Must have rural home. 656- 
1911. 46
3-SEATER CHESTERFIELD almost new. 
Dark brown with cream coloured 
flowers, Quick sale, $250,652-5694. 
4295 -46
V.l. PLAYERS [VIP] presents "LUV”, one 
of broadways funniest hit comedies, 
performed by three of Victoria's funniest 
people. Starring Phil Wagner, Don 
House, and Mary Sparacio, Information 
and reservations, 386-3636. _____^
BARGAIN BARN. Every ^turday 
morning until Christmas at the Sidney 
Branch of Silver Threads, Articles in­
clude crafts, food, and other articles. 
Hours 7 - 11 a.m. Tea and toast 
available, 50
It'e’ft . IA«T ft Cnill
HOOVER SPIN DRY washer. New
condition, $235.656-3142. 4297-46
ALL NEWLY COVERED. Loveseat, $90;
Arm chairs, $20 - $45; rocker chair, $65; 
hostess chairs, $15; swivel rocker, $35, 
656-6187. 4299-46
FEMALE SIAMESE dark Sealpoint an­
swers to "Coffee Bean", Missing from 
Old West-Verling-Bryn Rd. area since 
Thursday, September 10th. Reward, If 
seencall652-1353 or652-1566, tf
SAANICH PENINSULA ARTS AND 
CRAFTS SOCIETY'S exhibition of 
paintings, McPherson Playhouse 
mezzanine, November 10 to December 
3. Open to the public weekdays Irom 10 • 
4 p.m, and to patrons at the evening 
performances. Included are oils, 
watercolours and mixed media, 47
WQMEN’S CANADIAN CLUB meeting,
Newcombe Auditorium, November 19 at 
2 p.m. Guest speaker, Mrs. P. Bovey, 
Director of the Art Gallery. Topic: Public 
Reaction to Painting (an illustrated 
address). ^
MOVING. 20' aluminum extension
ladder, as new condition; household 
aluminum stopladdor with paint shelf; 
mesh fireplace screen; miscellaneous 
tools; Woedoater; garden tools. All 
reasonable, 656-2586, 4300-46
MISSING FOR TEN DAYS. FemaleVay
miniature poodle, black hair on face* no 
collar. Answers to name of Pebbles and 
is a family pet. Any information on her 
willboapprociatod.656-9132. 47
ISLAND CAT FANCIERS CAT SHOW,
Garth Homer Achievement Center, 813 
Darwin Rd, Victoria on December 5. 
Openl0-5p,m. 48
SOLID OAK dining room suite. 8 pieces,
50 years old, Good condition, asking 
$l,l00,65?.-2385, 4304-4G
CEDAR SHINGLES AND SHAKES lor 
sale, Certified quality and competitive 
prices, Wholesale and retail. Phono 112* 
826-7185 for quotation. Anglo American 
Cedar Products Ltd. na-49
REWARD
Lost November 1 on boach near 
Tulista Park, Lochside Drive, 2 
girls' ski jackets, cream and pink, 
cream and blue, both size 10.477- 
9989 or656-4971. 4281-46
FOUR SEASONS MUSICAL THEATRE
needs books, books and more books. 
Also pictures and records for their 2nd 
annual Gigantic Book Sale, Info, 385- 
3424. RTS-47
HARGENS. Born to Don and Barb, a boy
Christopher Donald, 7 Ibs, 4 oz. on 
November 7, 1981, A brother for Jen­
nifer, Special thanks to Dr.'s Garnett 
and Christenson and maternity staff, 
Insured, 4283-46
REALLY WANT TO SAVE ON A STEEL
BUILDING? Call on winter factory 
discount on straight wall or slant wall 
buildings, No payment until 1982, Call 
Jim Russell U2-800-06M222, na-46
STr"”sTEPHEN’S aTc.W, Christmas 
Bazaar, November 21 in tho Church 
Hall, Mt, Newton X Rd. 2-4 p.m. 
Homobaking, plants and "all sorts." Tea
$1. All welcome. ____^
~Tea,
MADDISON. On October 28th, 1981 to
David and Wendy Maddison, a son 
Jeffrey David, 8 Ibs, 7 oz. Insured, 4284- 
46
§TADY "CREEK BWAAR end 
November 21 at 7184 East Saanich 
Road. 2 p.m. Homebaking, sowing, 
cards, dried arrangements and candy,
Evoryonowolcomo,_____'.Vi ' . .46
"Legion
JET-VAC
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct work, 












MAKE SCHOOL TAXES 
GO FUnTHEB 
I AN INVOLVED MOTHEH 
AND EDUCATOR 
WHO CARES!
I A CANDIDATE WHO 
WILL TALK WITH 
AND






ladTes OTLIARY #37 R.c 
Christmas Tea and Boutique Gift sale. 
Legion Hall, Mills Rd. Sidnoy, Sunday, 
November 22 1 - 4 p.m. Tea, $1.00, 
Admission froo, Homobaking, plants, 
crafts, aprons, toys. Musical on-
fortainment, _ _____ 4_6
G ArTfTIT6m1r“ CENTO^^^ Da nivi in 
Avo. Christmas Sale, hand crafted 
products (Arbutus Crafts), Sale times, 
Wednesday, November 25 and Thur­






School TRUST©© --"- DISTRICT 63
AND SOUTH SAANICH 
AGRICLTURAL SOCIETY is holding Its 
9th. annual hobby show and Christmas 
sale, Saturday and Sunday, November 
21 and 22, Saanichton Fairgrounds. 10 
a.ni. • 5 p.m. Info 652-22S0 anytime; 
652-3314 luosday anti l-ridays, 10 ■ 4 
p.m. 46
Icihn'n Chiirrh, hy nenp Cow Wnnvr»rs 
Pottery, Stonewear, Porcelain. 
Novornbor20 and 21,10 a.m,-6 p.m. 46
O F S. Tea and Chrir.tmus Bazaar,
NOTICE OF SALE 
pursuant to the 
REPAIRERS LIEN ACT 
Whereas the following debtors arc In­
debted to the undorsignod in tho 
following respective sums, for storage, 
work done, and materials supplied in the 
Topairof tho following vessels:
Hugh Green, $4,109.91. "MissKelly"' 
32’ former fishboat with Chrysler 6 cyl. 
engine.
Bruce Bourquln. $2,566.12, 
"Taranui" 38' wood hull with 3 cyl. 
Ruston Diesel Engine.
D, Brooke Phomister, $827.39, 24’ 
Starflito Sedan Cruiser with Ford V-B 
Interceptor Engine,
and the said sum ought to have been 
paid and default has boon made In tho 
payment thereof, notice Is hereby given 
that signed, sealed bids (or tho purchase 
of Ihe above described goods will bo 
accepted until 1:00 p.m. on SATUFfDAY, 
Hie 25Ui day ot NOVEMDCR 1381. at 
CANOE COVE MARINA LTD,. 2300 
Canoo Cove Road, Sidnoy, B.C, The 
highost or any bid will not necessarily be 
tJCCIspItivi.
Dated this 5lh day of NOVEMBER, 1981.
December 12 from 2-4 p.m, Coldstream 
Masonic Tcmptc, 679 Goldstream Avo, 
[.viityom! wolcotno, 46
Canoo Cove Mar ina Ltd. 
2,100 CaitoeCove Roiid 
Sidnoy. B.C.
VSL3X9
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North Saanich aldermanic race
Continued from Page B3
year was full-time president of 
the 1550-member organization.
, He has done linguistic research 
bn native languages in northern 
B.C., and has worked with the 
Summer Institute in English, 
involving exchanges between 
B.C. and Quebec. Outside of his 
school activities he has been a 
boy scout leader, president of 
Central Saanich Little League, a 
director of the Robertson II Sail 
and Life Training Society, and 
superintendent of the education 
program at his church.
He wants to serve on the 
municipal council “to give back 
something in community service 
for the years 1 have enjoyed living 
in North Saanich.”
' He feels there is not really any 
rational plan for development of 
the community, that council is 
“flying by the seat of its pants,” 
and that such a situation should 
not continue any longer.
Such services as water and 
sewage should go in when the 
need has been established, but 
according to an overall plan — 
and he is against sewers for areas 
where the land can take care of 
the effluent.
Wickstrom doesn’t think there 
is any way to stop more people 
from coming to North Saanich, 
but he is determined that 
productive farmland must be 
preserved, and that urban 
development must be kept at a 
distance from farmland.
Dick Herlinveaux
Dick Herlinveaux knows a lot 
about environmental issues. He 
has been working with that sort 
of thing for 30 years. He also 
knows about the rural at­
mosphere on North Saanich —
he and his son are farming about 
150 acres of it. In some cases that 
doesn’t put him on the popular 
environmental bandwagons.
Having retired from the Ocean 
Sciences Institute this year at age 
55 he went right back to work on 
contract. He has workeS in 
pceanpgraphy, pollution control, 
fisheries, defence, and industrial 
development. He has been taking 
universitycoursessincetheearly ' 
194ps, and has over 60 scientific 
publications to his credit, but he 
has never acquired a degree.
A native of Nanaimo, he 
joined the navy during the war 
when he was 16, and they sent 
him to the university of New 
Brunswick for two years, then 
had him overseeing installation 
of electronic equipment on ships.
After the war he was a 
fisherman, logger and garage 
mechanic before deciding to go 
back to university, then he joined 
the federal fisheries department.
From there he was seconded at 
times to the defence department 
and found himself working with 
the Americans on the problems 
of sending submarines un­
derneath the north pole in the 
shallow waters of the Arctic. He 
has been involved, among many 
other things, in trying to establish 
lob.sters on the west coast, in 
sttidying salmon migrations, and 
in advising oil companies about 
building drilling platforms Tor 
use in the Arctic.
Most of the time his home base 
was Nanaimo. He was on the 
school board there, set up the 
Harewood recreation com­
mission, and served for 20 years 
as a credit union director. He was 
also a player and coach in a 
variety of sports.
Living in North Saanich for the 
past nine years, he has been 
active on the volunteer fire 
department, and serves on the 
fire committee. He wants to see
the new firehall built, and the 
water distribution system im­
proved until there is ample water 
for firefighting. Defeat of the 
Wain Road watermain was one 
of the reasons he decided to run 
for council.
These things should be done 
now, he says, because costs are 
rising rapidly — and it makes no 
sense to be trying to put money in 
reserves when prices are going 
up.
He favors the agricultural land 
reserve, but thinks it needs 
revision, and points out that big 
fields are essential for modern 
farm equipment to be used ef­
ficiently. On the other hand 
much of the land that people, 
claim will not grow anything is 
only suffering from bad 
management.
Irrigation is needed here, he
says. There is plenty of sunshine 
but water can make the dif­
ference between one crop and 
three. He would like to see if the 
wells from the old Sidney water 
system could be used for 
irrigation.
And having studied Saanich 
Inlet for many years — and 
authoring four papers on Saanich 
Inlet biology — he is not worried 
about the Hatch Point tank farm. 
Circulation goes in one side of 
the mouth of the inlet and out the 
other, he says, and Hatch Point is 
now a mess that will be cleaned 
up.; Anyway there are already 
tank farms right in the inlet, at 
Patricia Bay.
Now that he is opposed to the 
outcry about Hatch Point. 
Making a lot of noise, he says, 
will assure that the company does 
all the things it should do.
Anniversary service
The Slugget Memorial Baptist 
Church at 7008 West Saanich 
Road, Brentwood Bay, will be
commemorating its 70th 
aniversary since the church was 
built in 1911. The church was 
erected in memory of John 
Sluggett Sr. and was built by his 
sons and other members of the
congregation.
An anniver.sary service will be 
held at 11 a.m. Nov. 29 in the 
church. People who attend will 
be able to meet Pastor Victor 
Nordstrom, who is beginning his 
ministry there. It is hoped several 
former pastors will be able to 
attend.
EVF-HY SUNDAY
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have a clear view ot The direction in ^
which I believe North Saanich should /(
be moving through these critical times, 
am renewing my commitment to serve
you — this time as mayor, and I ask fl\ h
your advice and support. To face our li ) r
challenges, we must have, an open, . ■\Ai// Ii
harmonious'Council, working together 
with the community and I know I can 
contribute to the TEAM APPROACH we 
need.
May I share some of my aims with you;
1. A team approach with the council, our staff and the community all 
working together to meet the challenges.
2. To keep our municipality a quiet, above all modest, place devising 
bold, innovative ways to keep costs down and streamline our pro­
cedures.
3. Preserving our precious farmland — to keep our food producing 
potential and to maintain our rural, peaceful way of life.
4. Protecting our magnificent natural heritage — especially our 
foreshore with rational, sensible yet sensitive policies.
5. Swift, resolute steps to producing a comprehensive North Saanich 
Water Strategy, thus ensuring domestic and firefighting water.
Sincerely,
656-6579
On November 21$t, PLEASE VOTEiiieiL
A TEAM APPROACH TO PRESERVING NORTH SAAN
;.,;:.:(inserted by the:-Jay. Rangel for-r,Mayor.committee)
Rt ^ ^
B 1 m n : ' ^
CLASSIFIED
*run ’til sold!
One Order and your ad runs till you’ve 
sold your merchandise.
Note:
you tell us when you have sold your merchandise. If you forget 
we will automatically cancel your ad after sixty days.
Your cost . . . only =^5®®
for up to 20 words
OR AT NO CHARGE TO SUBSCRIBERS
* * Payment witK Copy Please * *
Please Start niy ad in the N-'___ _ edition of the Review.
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by HELEN LANG
Within the next couple of 
weeks , nurseries and garden 
centres should be getting in their 
bare-rooted roses and fruit trees. 
Although these trees and plants 
look terrible, more like a bundle 
of dry sticks than living matter, 
they are very much alive, just 
“dormant”. If you treat them 
well they will make roots over the 
winter, and be off to an early 
start next spring.
Mostly, “treating them well” 
means keeping the roots moist 
until you have planted them . . . 
never, ever let those roots dry 
out!
We have found it most 
practical to look the garden over
Parklaiid
By WENDY LAING 
Alison Giles, our president, 
represented Parkland secondary 
by laying a wreath at the 
cenotaph at Rememberance Day 
ceremonies.
®Congratulations to Fiona 
Ring, Dawn Sheppard and Kelly 
Wingerter who zoomed to the 
finish and captured first prize in 
Parkland’s car rally. Of course, 
they had a yW-Bugi, and we all 
know Beetles are the best. . .
carefully before deciding where 
to put the fruit trees. Things to 
keep in mind might be: Where 
will they get enough sun? How 
much room does each need?
Dwarf, or semi-dwarf trees can 
be grown as close as 10 feet apart, 
but 15 feet makes it easier to 
cultivate, and prune them. 
Standard trees may need as much 
as 20 or more feet, or, when they 
are mature, the branches will 
touch. Most of you aren’t going 
to put in an orchard, anyway . . . 
just try to allow enough room for 
each to grow without being too 
crowded.
You should be able to reach 
your young trees with the hose 
the first year, at least, they will
*A super night was had by all 
last Thursday as we enjoyed our 
first skate party of the year. 
Thanks Alison and clan for the 
organizing!!
AND OVER TO SPORTS. . .
®Senior boys soccer — Our 
team played an outstanding week 
boasting two victories. On 
Tuesday they defeated Oak Bay 
4-3, thus finishing 5th in league 
standings. Todd Holt placed a 
superb second in the scoring race 
with 16 points, 2 shy of the league 
leader. The Panther s advanced to 
the semi-finals, Thursday where 
they upset Stellys 4-2, to an 
ecstatic crowd. Great team effort 
was ihade, with Rob Martin 
_ scoring 3 goals and Trent
■ADVERTISEMENT
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•TO PROVIDE SIDNEY RESIDENTS WITH FULL TIME REPRESENTATION 
WITHOUT CONFLICTING COMMITMENTS.
•TO OPPOSE EXPROPRIATION OF RECREATIONAL LAND
•TO OPPOSE BORROWING FOR EXPANSION PURPOSES DURING THESE TIMES
OF HIGH INTEREST COSTS.
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need more water than nature 
usually provides.
Maybe you have an ugly view 
you would like to screen . . . 
would a fruit tree do the job?
One thing to avoid is planting 
too near a driveway . . . tree 
roots seem to be attracted to 
asphalt, and once underneath, 
spend the rest of their lives 
pushing upward, as though they 
were trying to get out again!
Is there a spot, perhaps near 
the deck, where you would like 
some shade? Is the drainage 
adequate where you would like to 
put a tree? (Bamboo and rice are 
about the only things I know of 
that grow well in swampy 
ground!)
The best way to decide on the 
latter suggestion is to dig the hole ■ 
before you purchase your tree, 
and leave it for a couple of days, 
during which time we will almost 
certainly have some rain. Or you 
could fill the hole with the hose, 
and leave it for 24 hours to see if 
al! the water has drained out.
If the hole remains almost full, 
then 1 would look for another 
spot, but if there are only a 
couple of inches of water 
remaining then you might dig 
about a half dozen six-inch deep 
holes in the bottom of your large 
hole, and fill these with sand or 
gravel.
Dig fruit tree planting holes at 
least 18 inches deep, and throw
the sods dug from the surface 
upside down in the bottom.
Mix a cup of bonemeal (the 
coarse is best for this) into the 
soil you dug out of the hole and 
shovel enough of this dirt back 
into the hole to create a small 
mountain in the centre.
Call your wife (husband, 
friend, neighbour) to come to 
your assistance . . . this is 
suddenly a two-man job!
Get him (her) to hold the tree, 
over the mound while you 
arrange the roots so that they are 
spread out in all directions down 
the slopes of your small hill. Lay 
a stake across the hole to make 
sure your young tree is planted no 
deeper than it was when it was 
growing this summer (the mark 
oh the trunk will be visible).
Tell your wife (husband, 
friend, neighbour) to “hold it 
there” while you drive in a stake 
about two inches from the trunk. 
Smile sweetly as you say it, and 
try not lo hit him (her) with the 
hammer, and he (she) shouldn’t 
mind your bossing!
Fill the hole with your fer­
tilized soil, watering twice as you 
fill it in (to make sure the soil is in 
contact with all the roots). Now 
press the dirt down firmly all 
around. Tie your tree fairly 
loosely to the stake using nylon 
hose or something pliable and lo! 
the job is done! Apple pie here we 
come.
JUST A REMINDER ...
TOWN SQUARE SHOES
is OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT’S TILL 8 pm




10% ANY PURCHASE(EXCEPT SALE ITEMS)OFF





Bonneau the other. Fantastic 
play!!
if. ^ V-
Junior boys rugby — Greg 
Lewis and Ben Creek accounted 
for the points in Tuesday’s game 
vs Spencer. The boys conquered 
the opposition 19-9. They then 
triumphed over Stellys, 22-10 to 
put our team in top. spot in the 
league! “Parkland’s scrum is 
outstanding and getting even 
outstanding and getting even 
better each game,” commented 
coach Burgess. Nice going. 
Panthers!!!
Junior boys volleyball — The 
boys played well in the Arbutus
Tournament, pulling it together 
in the semi-finals to place third. 
Back in league play the team
if. ^ if. .
nearly upset first place Dunsmuir 
during the exciting semi-finals 
Nov. 10. We took the first set 15- 
11, lost the second 6-15, then 
almost caught Dunsmuir; the 
final score 12-15. Super effort.
if
Junior girls volleyball —
“There were flashes of 
brilliance”-, remarked coach 
Spencer on the team’s play at the 
Arbutus Tournament Nov. 7. 
There, the girls were up against 
tough com.petition, but defeated 
Spencer Road, Nov. 12, 
: achieving 2nd place in the league.
The strongest message 1 am getting from this com­
munity, in regaref to what it expects from its 
schools, is its desire for a sound program in the 
basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic.
This district started such a Core program , some 
three years ago. Its objective is to raise the levels 
of competency of our Elementary students in those 
important basic subject areas.
As a trustee, 1 would work to reinforce this pro­
gram to ensure that ail youngsters have the max­
imum opportunity to read and write well.
I ask for your support 
November 21 - - " ^
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society’s ninth 
annual hobby show and sale 
takes place 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Nov. 
21 and 22 at Saanichton 
Fairground. The show features 
home baking, crafts and hobbies, 
white elephant and Christmas 
sale table.
Admission $1, senior citizens 
50 cents, children free. Refresh­
ments, free parking.




A Professional Environmentalist 





CHOOSE A VARIETY 
OF GOOD FOODS
For liirthor inlormatian contact any 
C.R.D. Community Health Fioltl oi- 
(ico listoo on paye 9 ol tho hluti 
pages In tho Victoria and atna 
tolophono book,




Government & Business Experience:
— Federal management, policy, planning and 
budgeting
—• Director of marine environmental assessment 
for Western Canada & Arctic
•— Canadian international maflne pollution 
representative
— Director, International commodity firm
Community Involvomont:
•■7-Big Brothers, Uniled Way 
Diroctor, Ratepayers Association
-"■ Municipal Council
•Chairman, Utilities Committee 
•Peninsula Water Commission Rep.
•Fire Committee
•Former Policy & Planning Committee 
•Former Public Works Committee 
•Finance Committee
I'atW. ll V(«i ,1MI fIf'A III MwM ,il|i) Irl'l limit (l! ili'.l il
ynirvii [lift .Wildit ,1 iii'w 1.(111 (ll iliiiiiililri In ydni l;im 
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